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/This interim Technical Report des cribes progress made to date on the
development of methodologies for long-range forecasting of five central
environmental descriptors—nation al power base, international trade, inter
national alignment, internal insl;
ability, international conflict—for the
less developed regions of Africa, Latin America, and the Middle Last. The
report describes (1) the regions'
used in the analysis and their membership
(2) the strategic importance of t he regions; (3) the differences between
the regions and the developed nat
ions (Europe) that required (a) reoperationalization of the central envl ronmental descriptors and their predic- I
tors and (b) the structuring of t
lie forecasting model; and (4) estimation
techniques to be used to generate forecasting parameters to be used in
I
stochastic simulations.
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PREFACE
\ V

This Interim Technical Report describes CACI's progress to date on developing and applying long-range forecasting models to three less developed
regions.

The research which began in March 1975 is supported by the

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. Contract No. MDA 903-75-C-0179.
entitled "Stochastic Models for Long-Range Forecasting."
For the past two and one-half years CACI has been engaged in an effort
to enhance forecasting capabilities within the Department of Defense
(CACI. 1973, 1974).

In particular, that effort has sought to improve

the long-range forecasting capability in the Department of Defense by
applying social science research methodologies to the problem of forecasting important economic, political, military, and social variables
over the long range.

The forecasts that have been produced so far have

been direct inputs into the Joint Long-Range Strategic Study (JLRSS),

o

prepared by JCS/J-5.

During the first phase of this effort, CACI

developed three single-equation models to forecast three key concepts
(international conflict, international alignment, and domestic rtability)
for 20 Indian Ocean countries.

On the basis of the results of this study,

a second phase was planned and completed.

In this subsequent effort, a

more complex 12-equation model was constructed for Europe to forecast five
certral environmental descriptors for the European long-range environment.
The five key concepts were international conflict"; international alignment,
international trade, internal instability, and national power base.

The purpose of the current project is to provide the Defense Community
with high quality forecasting models for Africa. Lating America, and
the Middle East.

Toward this end, a number of specific accomplishments

that contribute to the overall goal of the study .hould be mentioned.
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•

Three less developed regions have been defined
In consultation with JCS/J-5 personnel and the
members of each region have been specified (see
Appendix 1).

•

The set of forecast variables has been expanded
and modified to take Into account substantive
regional peculiarities of both the lesser
developed regions and the five broad forecast
concepts.

•

A new approach to measuring alignment has been
developed in which arms flows, trade, aid, and
U.N. voting are included in order to capture
the complexities of international political
orientations in the less developed regions.
Also included is a measure that takes alignment incongruities intu account.

•

Several national power variables have been added
to capture more realistically the complex processes of economic, political, and social development .

•

Turmoil has been defined in terms that better
represent popular discontent and unrest in
Third World countries and a coup propensity
Indicator has been developed to measure the
extent to which a country is prone to irregular
government change.

•

A Tension Ratio variable has replaced dyadic conflict frequencies to represent the propensity
for military conflict among less developed countries.

•

A set of 21 theoretical forecasting equations has
been developed in consultation with JCS/J-5 personnel .

•

A set of exogenous predictor variables, including
arms transfers, trade, foreign aid, and military
aid, have been included in the variable set. This
improvement permits the analyst to move from assumptions about no change in outside influences to the
point where various assumptions about the impact
of outside influences can be examined.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE CURRENT STUDY
,
The first and foremost goal of the current effort Is to develop methodologies that can be useful In preparing medium and long-range defense policy
and plans.

The methodologies consist of the techniques of econometrics,

simulation, and statistical analysis.

Each approach Is applied with an'

eye toward developing high quality forecasting models useful In pre?arlng
future defense policy and plans that will be Included In the Joint LongRange Strategic Study (JLRSS).

Toward this end. CACI is developing medium-

and long-range forecasting models for three less developed regions that
are:

Region-specific. The substantive peculiarities
of each region are taken into account in the
specification of the forecasting equations and
the parameters that drive the forecasting models
are determined for each region.
Capable of capturing the volatility and individuality of the less developed nations in each
region.
•

Capable of representing the impact of U.S. and
Soviet behavior and policy on the future African.
Latin American, and Middle Eastern environments.

•

Dynamic. The equations themselves and the forecast variables specifically deal with change
and the output from '.he forecasting model will
permit an assessment of the rapidity of change
on a variable as well as the analysis of specific nation profiles across all variables.

These Innovations will provide JCS/J-5 with a forecasting capability
tailored to its specific needs regarding the development of long-range
estimates of strategic plans and requirements.

In addition, they permit

hypothetical policy choices by the United States to be evaluated in an
experimental setting by giving the analyst the capability to alter the
U.S. and Soviet roles in the less developed regions.

In this way. the

impact of U.S. and Soviet behavior on the Third World regions can be better
understood.
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PROGRESS TO DATE

The following four tasks were considered

necessary for meeting the

objectives of the project.

Task 1.

Identify Key Variables for Forecasting Other Worldteglons

In consultation with JCS/J-5 personnel, select three additional world
regions for the development of long-range environmental forecasting models.
Two subtasks are Included In Task 1:

Subtask A.

Identify Key Concepts
Identify, In consultation with JCS/
J-5 persornel, a set of key concepts
for inclusion in the forecasting
model for each of the three regions.

Subtask B.

Develop Operational Efeasuree
Develop operational measures for
each of the key concepts selected
in Subtask A.

Task 2.

Devise Structural Equations

Develop theoretical forecasting equations for the three regions selected
in Task 1.

Under Task 2. two subtasks are included:

Subtask A.

Establish Relationships Amnnp Key
Variables
Establish linkages among key variables
that form the heart of the forecasting
models.

Subtask B.

Identify Exogenous Predictor Variables
Identify, where appropriate, exogenous
predictors of the key variables for
inclusion in the forecasting models.
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Task 3.

11 JIUMUUPIWI

Estimate Model Parameters

Estimate parameters for each forecasting model using techniques appropriate to the particular structure of each model.

This task includes

the collection of data on the operational measures of key concepts and
on predictor variables.

Task 4.

Develop Stochastic Simulations of the Forecasting Models

Develop long-range forecasts of the key concepts Identified In Task 1.
In this effort, probability distributions of key variable values will
be derived and the models made sensitive to analyst Inputs.

So far, CACI has completed Tasks 1 and 2 and has begun work on Task 3.
During Task 1, the regions of Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East
were identified as highly relevant to JCS/J-5 Interests regarding strategic policy and planning over the next 20 years.

It was determined

that each area (for reasons to be elaborated in the text of this report)

o

presented the United States with important challenges with strategic
implications.

Task 1 also called for the operationalization of the key environmental
descriptors for each region.

This subtask has also been completed.

While the broad concepts to be fotvcast are the same as those used in
the European model — national power base, domestic instability,
national trade, international alignment, and international conflict —
important changes were made during this task for four of the key concepts.

First, the alignment concept was enriched to account for arms

flows, trade, and aid from developed to developing nations.

Additionally,

instabilities in. nations' alignment behaviors were also included in the
LDC regional models.
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Second, because of the complex processes of economic, political, and
social change in these three Third World regions and the effects of
development on political stability, significant changes were made to
the set of forecast variables for the national power base concept.

A

number of national power variables were added to enrich this sector that
Include private consumption, government and private Investment, literacy
rates, non-agricultural employment, and urbanization.

These additional

variables will permit the model to monitor more effectively the development process and to identify differential rates of development across
various dimensions in each region.

This latter capability, in turn,

should permit forecasting of internal strain and tension in Third World
countries that derive from economic imbalances and often result in violence.

Third, the domestic instability concept was improved.

A coup propensity

variable was added because this phenomenon is relatively infrequent in
the European region but both frequent and significant in the three less
developed regions.

The turmoil variable was redefined to better represent

popular unrest within Third World countries and to permit the use of more
theoretically grounded relationships for forecasting domestic instability.

The set of forecast variables was also altered for the international conflict concept.

Because of a scarcity of data for the three regions under

examination, the dyadic conflict variable was dropped from this set.

A

supplementary variable, tension ratio, was added l.o take into account the
greater frequency of international military conflict within the Third
World, particularly in Africa and the Middle East.

Task 2, which called for devising structural equations and identifying
exogenous predictor variables for the long-range environmental forecasting model, has been finished.

Presently, a preliminary set of 21

equations has been constructed from relevant theoretical and cubstantive
regional literature, and has been put into a form that is consistent with
the requirements of a long-range forecasting model.
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Exogenous predictor variables that are directly manipulable within the
model have been identified.

The variables (U.S. and Soviet arms

transfers, military aid, foreign aid, cooperation and conflict behavior)
provide a capability for altering the forecast environments of Africa,
Latin America, and the Middle East.

By developing the general forecasting

equations this way, JCS/J-5 analysts can forecast alternative futures that
reflect policy decisions by the superpowers which impact on defense policy
and objectives, research and development, contingency planning (strategic
and tactical;, logistics, manpower and training.

In addition to specifying the linkages among the equations in the model
during Task 2, CACI has devoted considerable effort to structuring the equations in a way that focuses on each forecast variable's rate of change
in addition to particular point forecasts-

Thus, the forecasting model

will yield forecasts chat reflect the growth or stagnation of respective LDC's in the regions and will permit accelerating or decelerating
forces to be evaluated.

CACI is currently performing the steps necessary for timely completion of the
remainder of the tasks delineated in the contract.

These steps include

refinement of the model structure, parameter estimation and other required
daca analyses, programming of the forecasting models, and preparation of
the Final Report.

During July, parameter estimation itself will con-

tinue while the forecasting model is being programmed.

During August

and September the models will be simulated to produce forecasts of the
variables identified above and to generate distributions of key variable
values.

Finally, the Final Report will be in preparation from August

through the end of October.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

This Interim Technical Report describes the Interactive forecasting
models for the three less developed regions.

Chapter 1 reviews the

changing impact of U.S. and Soviet influences on Africa, Latin America,
and the Middle East, and the importance of the less developed countries
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to long-range strategic interests.
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Chapter 2 presents an over-

view of the LDC model and elaborates the rationale behind the changfs
that have been introduced.
casting models.
tion techniques:

Chapter 3 describes each of the specific fore-

Chapter 4 provides an overview of the parameter estimaordinary least squares and two-stage least squares.

The

report concludes with a statement of progress to date and the anticipated
scheduling of the steps necessary for the timely completion of the project.

This report was prepared by:

Dr.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Dr.

Herman M. Well, Project Manager
Farid Abolfathi
Margaret D. Hayes
Gary Keynon
John J. Mcllroy

The study team would like to acknowledge the assistance and guidance
received from Major Michael Hanley, U.S.M.C, and Mr. Keith Johnson.
Further acknowledgement should be given to Dr. Warren R. Phillips,
.

Dr. Richard E. Hayes, and Mr. Delford Furney, all of CACI.
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UYNAMIC MODELING OF AFRICA, LATIN AMERICA, AND THE MIDDLE EAST

PURPOSE AND STRUCTURE

The purpose of this chapter Is to establish the rationale for forecasting
the future environment of the less developed regions of Africa, Latin
America, and the Middle East.

Here the importance of understanding the

future environments and their implications for defense policy and planning
is discussed.

The chapter is divided into three major sections:

•

The importance of medium- and long-range forecasting for
defense policy and planning.

•

The changing international environment and the impact
of U.S. and Soviet policies (past and present) on the
three developing regions.

•

The strategic importance of the three regions in political, economic, and military terms and the significance
of these three areas as they impact on planning for
meeting military objectives for the next 20 years.

Any systematic analysis of the economic, social, and political trends of
the nations and regions of the world that can be employed to cast light
on conditions that might affect future military posture is of immense
value for the DoD planner.

Thus, this chapter places the greatest emphasis

on three thenes.

•

The less developed nations have strategic importance.

•

The less developed nations are changing and the changes
have implications for U.S. interests.

•

The future conditions in the regions of Africa, Latin
America, and the Middle East must be understood by JCS
and the most advantageous means to securing accurate
and useful foreknowledge of those conditions is through
systematic, long-range forecasting.
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Forecasting for Policy Planning

Planning activities In the Department of Defense Invariably rest upon
assumptions about the nature of the environment for which preperatlons
are being made.

Systematic planning requires:

•

A clear statement of the planner's goals and objectives;

•

Assumptions about the characteristics of the present and
future environment, stated la terms of these goals,
objectives, and current policy:

•

A set of alternative plans or policies;

•

Assumptions about the characteristics of the present and
future environment, stated in terms of goals, objectives,
and alternative plans or policies.

The second and fourth of these planning elements, however generated, are
forecasts.

All planning activities are based on forecasts of the environ-

ment that consider the implementation of alternative policies, one of
which can be no change in policy.

Often the forecasts are implicit state-

ments of expectations, unsystematically generated, whose assumptions remain
obscure and cannot be verified.

Quantitatively based forecasts, on the

other hand, are built on systematic statements of assumptions.

Therefore,

the plans developed from them can be subject to critical study and evaluation in an experimental environment.
selecting optimal policy programs.

Hence, they can provide a base for
Department of Defense planning programs

are designed to deal with some finite set of contingencies that are either
probable or Improbable but would have severe adverse consequences for this
country.

This type of planning, usually termed contingency planning, is

based upon a projected international environment with which the United
States may be confronted in the future.

Once a range of likely futures has

been defined, force structure, deployment plans, and so forth can be developed
to maximize the likelihood of attaining U.S. goals and objectives given their
occurrence.

Defining the range of likely futures requires characterizing,

in some systematic way, the nature of the environments that may develop.
This latter activity is called forecasting.
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Another kind of planning which Is especially Important within the Department of Defense Is acquisition planning, that Is, determining needs for
weapons procurement.

Many hardware acquisitions of the Department of

Defense have a very long life span.

Major weapons and support systems.

such as logistics and communications svstems and command and control hardware, require about 10 years for development and are In use for another 20
years.
from the

Since these systems are intended for operation for 10 to 30 years
aginning of development, they must be designed to meet future

Department of Defense requirements.

The identification of these future

requirements, then, depends upon systematic description of the future
environment in which DoD goals and objectives win have to be attained.
As noted above, description of the future environment, either implicitly
or systematically, constitutes forecasting.

Other requirements, unique to DoD. can also be cited.

For example, basing

agreements, like major weapons and support systems, often have a very long
life span, sometimes as much as 100 years.

As with weapons and support

systems, basing agreements are arranged to fulfill specified DoD requirements, such as forward deployment for mobile air/ground forces or for
intelligence activities.

These requirements, in turn, stem from expecta-

tions that different types of functions will have to be performed in
different parts of the world in the future.

Forecasting the future inter-

national environment with a view toward anticipating shifts in alignment,
changes in government, changes in development levels, and the propensity
for overt violence can do much to aid in the formulation of future arrangements, such as forward development, overflight privileges, ally support.
and basing agreements to cope with the changing international environments.
THE CHANGING INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

Analysis of post-World War II patterns of international conflict suggests
that quarrels within and between nations have occurred for the most part
In geographically distant locations.

Currently, it appears that the dis-

tribution of the slowly diminishing resource base, particularly minerals
and fuels, will become a more prevalent source of conflict among nations.
And many of these resource-rich nations are in Asia. Africa. Latin
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America and the Middle East,

It is expected that conflicts will continue

to occur (but perhaps for different reasons) and that the distribution of
these conflicts around the globe will remain essentially unchanged.

Given

this trend, it is most likely that any involvement of the U.S. military
will require rapid reaction and high mobility under constraints of limited
resources.

Operations, to ensure efficiency and promptness, may have to

function in an international environment in which former allies have opted
for increased political latitude that results in a dissoiution of existing
basing agreements and a denial of overflight rights.

These contingencies

must be prepared for if correct and timely decisions are to be made.

The

changing international environment also is expected to be characterized by
increased polycentrism combined with growing economic interdependence.
Thus, the political and Ideological proclivities that constituted international alignment in the 1950's and 1960's may no longer be interpretable
as meaningful indicators of the real orientations of nations.

Currently,

the political and Ideological commitments of governments are being supplanted
by vested economic interests having to do with trade, economic growth,
diminishing resources, and economic interdependence in general.

Therefore,

it is important that the interrelationships that are manifestations of
these new developments be understood and that their implications for the
future be clearly stated.

The loosening of bloc ties and the increasing interdependence of the nations
of Asia, Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East are reflected ir their
international economic interactions with the superpowers and with each other/
Also, economic growth, leading to increased freedom of decision, may have an
Impact on choice of arms suppliers which, in turn, may reflect or result in
their political realignment.
1

The growing importance of Interdependence among nations is the subject of
an expanding body of literature. See, for example. Meadows, et al. (1972), Brown
(1975), and Mesarovic and Pestel (197A).
2
Baerrensen, Carnoy and Grunwald (1965), Duncan (1972), Jenkins (1972),
Bhagwati (1972), Ferguson (1972), Hunter and Reilly (1972), and Scott (1973)
all discuss the impact of superpower behavior on the LDC's.
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The atmosphere of detente between the United States and the Soviet Union
and the United States and China continues as a paramount focus of foreign
and military policy.

To he sure, despite efforts and overtures toward

peace, the threat of nuclear confrontation remains and must be considered
in the development of any strategic policy and planning for preparedness.
Yet these important developments cannot be permitted to obfuscate other
situations and developments around the world that also have an impact on
U.S. foreign and military commitments, policies, and plans.

In the less developed refions of Asia, Africa, Latin America
Middle East, considerable social, economic, and political change has
occurred in the late 1960's and early 1970's.

These changes have impor-

tant implications for the future military posture of the United States.
Until now, the less developed countries have seldom appeared as significant military, political, or economic forces in the international context.

Some of the larger, more powerful nations in Latin America have

experienced substantial economic growth enabling them to assert their
independence within the Western Hemisphere.

As a result, some of them

have turned away from the United States toward Europe, the Soviet Union,
and Japan in search of trading partners and sources of military hardware.3
In Africa, the emerging nations continue to experience domestic political
and economic problems that undermine progress.

Africa's problems threaten

to deny to the United States strategic raw materials and markets
for its goods and raise questions about their commitments.

In the

Middle East tensions between Israel and the Arab nations and within the
Arab bloc continue unabated.

At the same time, the economic growth of the

oil-rich nations has enabled them to invest their new-found wealth in
the development and improvement of their respective militaries.

The con-

stant threat of war in the Middle East makes the region and U.S. policy
toward them of capital importance for the United States, particularly
DoD and JCS.

The above discussion demonstrates the importance of the nations of Africa,
Latin America, and the Middle East.

Changes within these countries and

3
Duncan (1972), Goldhammer (1972), and Theberge (1974).
5
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in American, Soviet, Chinese, Japanese, and European policies toward these
nations will have important influences on the future strategic roles these
nations will play.

By forecasting the important trends within the less

developed nations expected to emerge ovr.r the next 20 years, their Implication can be better understood.

These implications of ongoing changes can be

incorporated into future strategic policy and planning.
The current study involves the application of quantitative methods for
constructing long-range forecasting models for the regions of Africa,
Latin America, and the Middle East.4

The forecasting models will enable

each region to be studied over time to Identify future developments with
Important implications for U.S. military planning.

The model being devel-

opt-J explicitly includes many of the salient features of the relationships
between the LDC's and the more developed world (aid, trade, arms transfers).
Some of the variables have been measured in a way that will allow specific
U.S. policy choices to be mapped onto the future.

In this regard, they

will enable JCS/J-5 to develop alternative forecasts for assessing alternate policies and requirements.

O

STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE OF THE LESS DEVELOPED REGIONS

In this section the three regions—Africa, Latin America, and the Middle
East—are analyzed from a politico-ideological, economic, and military
perspective, respectively.

It should be pointed out that these categories

do not stand in isolation from one another.

Contemporary societies, be

they less developed or developed, are invariably complex.

Thus, politics

and economics are inextricably linked, as are politics and military policy.
Not only are these sectors linked within nations, but they are linked
Internationally.

Therefore, our categories represent simplifications of

the domestic and international structures of the less developed regions
used only for analysis.

See Appendix 1 for a list of less developed countries in each of the
three regions.
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AFRICA

o

Political and Ideological Significance

Upon receiving their independence, many African nations opted for nonalignment.

This position was based in part on the belief that neutrality

would insure their independence and non-involvement in Cold War issues.
As time passed, many of these African nations, realizing the importance of
international interactions for growth, became increasingly involved in
international organizations, especially the United Nations.

Today many African states are viable actors in the international system.
U.S. involvement in Africa has been primarily in the form of development
assistance, technical assistance, and foreign aid.

These programs have

often been designed to maintain the friendship of the non-aligned.

For-

eign assistance programs have also been implemented by the Soviet Union

o

and the People's Republic of China.

Thus, although the African nations

remain ostensibly neutural, they are of considerable political value to
the three superpowers.

The importance of the African nations to the

Soviet Union and the PRC stems from the Communist powers' desire to loosen
the linkages between the African nations and the West and to encourage
their identification with the world Socialist movements

Yet, the Western

states see Africa as an important resource base for the long-term future
and as an area where orderly societies based on democratic processes
should be encouraged.

Economic Significance

The economic importance of Africa is basically twofold; the African nations
are sources of strategic raw materials and their populations are potential

See Jansen (1966) and Alker and Russett (1965) for general descriptions
of post-independence, non-alignment of the Afro-Asian nations.
6
See, for example. Department of State (1966, 1971) and Duncan (1972).
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consumers of U.S. products.

o

Internal or International disruptions on

the continent can affect the United States both economically and militarily.
Therefore, It Is In the Interest of the United States to understand in
advance the potential for domestic and international conflict in those
African nations where Important economic Interests are located.

>

The long-

range forecasting model is designed to include measures of the propensity
for irregular executive transfers and domestic turmoil '.hat should forecast potential domestic violence in that region.

In addition, the model

Includes measures of dyadic trade and trade (both export» and Imports)
with the Urlted States and the Soviet Union as measures of economic alignment with the two superpowers.

Both of the je concepts are Important

because they allow the stability of economic transactions and their impact
on other sectors to be evaluated.

If a nation shifts its alignment in the

international <jconomlc sector, this movement can be measured over time.
As these shifts occur, other variables in the model will be affected.
Thus, the Interactive form of the LDC model will enable the impact of
economic and political change to be evaluated.

Military Significance

The U.S. military is presently Involved in only five countries on the
continent.

This present involvement is primarily concerned with security

assistance programs.

U.S. military personnel, although limited in number,

support communications facilities, function as military assistance advisors, support satellite tracking facilities, and serve as defense attaches.

8

Although U.S. military presence in Africa is very limited, the continent
retains its strategic importance because of two geographic areas; the
Indian Ocean littoral and the Republic of South Africa.

In Eastern Africa,

the coastal countries become more important as Soviet naval capabilities
7

Cartey and Kelson (1970) and Wallerstein (1963) provide a good general
introduction co emerging Africa.

o

Statement of General George S. Brown, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff before the U.S. Senate Armed Services Committee, February 7, 1975
p. 157.
8
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are expanded in the Indian Ocean and as uninterrupted transport of oil
from the Persian Gulf hecomes imperative for the continued growth of U.S.
industry.

In the south, the Republic of South Africa remains Important

because of its proximity to the Indian Ocean and the Persian Gulf.

The

remainder of Africa is only moderately explored and developed, yet is
rich in materials of considerable value to the technologically advanced
economies of the West.
Forecasting the Changing African Environment
The African continent has been in a state of constant flux since the early
days of independence.

Although the nations of the region appear to have

settled many of their disputes, border conflicts, tribal warfare, and
domestic violence remain distinct possibilities.

The nations of Europe

that were the former metropoles of the African colonies remain economically influential.

However, Russia and China have begun foreign assistance

programs that include arms sales to some nations.

Politically and ideo-

logically, the African nations are subject to many influences and some
have begun to openly embrace Socialism.
Africa is still beset by many political and economic problems and development has been v-ry slow (Burke, 1964 and Green and Seidman, 1968).
not to say, however, that change has not occurred.

This is

In spite of disagree-

ments of national policy, some Black African nations have made overtures
toward South Africa arguing that all African nations must cooperate to
contribute to growth on the continent.

The liberation of the Portuguese

colonies means that only one colony, Spanish Sahara, still exists, and
will gain its independence in the near future.

Nigeria, now an exporter

of oil, is already beginning to experience rapid growth and greater
international influence.

Ethiopia, a staunch ally of the United States

since World War II and once a politically stable country, is currently
suffering high levels of unrest.

Change in Africa has and will continue

to have both positive and negative effects on the United States and its
allies.
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capabilities of the United States both directly and Indirectly.

It there-

fore is of particular importance to construct forecasting models that can
capture the complexity of the African reglo

1 environment—the propensity

for domestic and international conflict, th. fluctuating alignment patterns,
the role of the international economic sector, the political unrest, and
the growing role of Indigenous militaries in political affairs.

These

and other aspects of the African region involve the national interests
of the United States and may require that specific decisions be made regarding
their protection.

Forecasting provides the planner and decision-maker with foreknowledge
of likely developments.

In Africa, because of the great potential for

international disruption, forecasting can be especially useful for
systematizing the planner's understanding of the prevalent forces in the
region and objectifying their interrelationships.

LATIN AMERICA

0
Political and Ideological Significance

The countries of Central and South America have always been important to
the United States.

The geographic proximity of the region to the United

States makes it crucial for the maintenance of U.S. security.

Recently,

the Latin American nations have increasingly asserted their Independence
from the United States indicating determination to function as nonaligned
9
actors in the international system.
Although some nations in the region
have not experienced rapid growth, several influential countries in the
region (Argentina, Brazil, Peru, Venezuela, and Mexico) are among the most
rapidly developing countries in the world and have highly developed industrial economies.

They have achieved sufficient economic and political

significance to engage in international relations as independent forces.
Numerous references to Latin America's self-assertion can be found
in contemporary literature on the area. See Ferguson (1972), Sunkel (1972),
Scott (1973), Stallings (1972) and Furtado (1970).
10
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They have embarked on policies Involving the transfer of arms, international trade, and military growth and no longer rely on the United States,

Nationalism continue
region.

0

.o inspire political and economic change in the

Despite the low probability of conflict within the region, the

Latin American nations continue to expend substantial anounts of money
for defense.

Argentina and Brazil are believed by some observers to

already possess the basic necessities for developing nuclear weapons.
Peru has made extensive arms pvrchases recently, Including purchases
from the Soviet Union (Brown, 1975: 139)

The role of the military in the Latin American countries is a significant
factor in Latin Amerlcan-U.S. relations.

In some cases military leaders

have been the proponents of policies of greater independence for their
nations.

In other cases military regimes have continued to support the

concept of hemispheric alignment with the United States.

The recent

emergence of military ircgimes with a variety of different Ideological
positions is of great concern to the United States as it seeks to promote its
own and hemispheric security interests.

Ecor-»mlc Sisnlficance

Nationalism colors much of the International and national economic activity in the Latin American region with antl-'J.S. sentiment.11

Because

many of tl e Latin American countries are the more developed of the "developing" i,

ions, they constitute promising markets for U.S. products.

Fur-

thermore, many nations of the region remain sources of raw materials of
strategic importance whose denial to the United States would seriously
affect U.S. military capabil ley.

Domestic political instability can

10
Lleuwen (1965), Petras and Zeitlin (1968), and Frank (1967) provide
overviews of the impact of nationalism on the economic, political, and
military sectors of the Latin American nations.
11

See footnote 10.
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affect U.S. economic interests directly, and the threat of nationalism of
U.S. industries and other U.S. interests exists in several countries.
The independent economic policies of Venezuela, Mexico, and Peru have
affected U.S. relations with these countries and with oMier nations in
the region.

It is easily seen that the economic significance of Latin America makes
this area strategically important to the United States.

Should the nations

of the region, or even a subregional grouping, deny the United States
access to its markers or restrict trading, military and economic interests
would be threatened.

Major political realignments would also be viewed

as a threat to U.S. national security.
Military Significance

In the past, the United States has contributed much to improving the quality of the Latin American armed forces.

Together, the United States and

Latin American countries have engaged in joint exercises to improve both
the combat and logistics capabilities of the participants.

The United

States has participated in security assistance programs with many of the
countries in the region.

Not only do joint and bilateral defense agree-

ments exist, but material and training also represent U.S. Investments
for furthering U.S.-Latin American relations (Brown, 1975:

141-143).

Two issues of particular significance to U.S. strategic policy and planning should be mentioned here.
regarding the Panama Canal.

The first is the situation in Panama

The uncertain future of U.S. jurisdiction

over the Canal takes on critical importance due to its location on a key
line of communication between the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans.

In

addition, the Panama issue has become an important bone of contention
between the United States and other Latin American countries.

The second

issue involves rapprochement with the Castro regime in Cuba.

The reestab-

lishment of relations with Cuba could have strategic implications for
several reasons.

First recognizing Castro's government might alleviate
12
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tension between the united States and other Socialist reeimes throughout
the world.

)

Second. U.S. recognition of Cuba would resolve a major issue

dividing the United States and its Latin African allies and could improve
hemispheric relations.

Third, the reestablishment of relations with Cuba

may indicate that U.S. policy toward leftist and independent regimes .ay
be more tolerant in the future.

Forecasting the Changing Latin American Environment

As in Africa, change in all sectors characterizes the Latin American
region.

As the Latin American nations grow economically, become more

sophisticated technologically, and take their places as major actors
within the Western Hemisphere, they become even more strategically importhat as allies of the United States.

The manifold forces that impinge on

U.S.-Latin American relations need to be understood.

Economically. Latin

America is a vast market for American products and a source of major raw
materials.

However, Latin America has been turning toward other regions

for trading partnerships, arms, and development aid.

Simultaneously, the

influence of the United States in the region has diminished.

Will this

trend continue?

Will alignment in the political arena follow alignment

in the economic?

What are the implications for shifts in international

orientations on both international and domestic developments in the region?

Specific equations in the forecasting model allow these and other trends
to be forecast.

For example, the reestablishment of trade with the United

States should have predictable consequences for the growth of the Cuban
economy since, in the forecasting equations, trade and the growth in trade
both from the United States and the rest of the world, impact on a nation's
economic sector.

Also the effects of increases and decreases in trade dependency on economic
growth can be mapped over the long range.

12

In turn, the impact of economic

See Lieuwen (1965), Chalmers (1972), Anderson (1967), and Needier (196fn
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growth on defense spending resulting from either an increase or decrease
in trade is ascertainable.

And, as governments continue to divert govern-

ment income away from domestic welfare spending to defense, either to
enhance national security or suppress domestic violence, political discontent will threaten to disrupt the stability of many Latin American nations.
These trends not only characterize this region but have implications for
U.S. military posture and national security as well.

Foreknowledge of the propensity for domestic turmoil and coups, of defense
spending trends, of uneven economic development, of shifting political and
economic alignments, and of both rapid growth and stagnation can provide
the defense planner with valuable insight into future policy demands and
and decisions regarding Latin America.

By providing systematic mappings

of the evolution of the Latin American environment, long-range forecasting
can enable the policy-maker to grasp the fundamental trends emerging in
Latin America and use the forecasts to prepare better for military contingencies.

THE MIDDLE EAST

Political and Ideological Significance

The current major threat to international peace resides in the Middle East.
The United States, by word and action, has affirmed its commitment to the
survival of Israel.

At the same time, the United States has demonstrated

concern for the attitudes and interests of the other countries in the area.
The United States depends to a large extent on Middle Eastern oil for
industrial output, and the uninterrupted flow of oil to industry means a
13
continuing supply and resupply of needed military items.
T3

Mallakh (1970) and Hurewitz (1969b).
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Both the United States and the Soviet Union compete covertly a.nd overtly
14
for Influence in the Middle East.
The United States has made initiatives
to increase cooperation with Iran and Saudi Arabia in a number of important
areas.

The Soviet Union has made inroads into Egypt, Syria, and Iraq.

These events have taken place before a backdrop of domestic unrest which
continues to plague all nations in the region as they attempt to develop
politically and economically.

As in Africa, the intent of the Soviet Union is to loosen existing ties
between the Middle Eastern countries and the United States.

Thus, the

Soviet Union has attempted to influence individual states politically and
to enhance the transactions between it and the Arab members of the region.
The United States has pursued similar goals, maintaining the relationships

:

already established with key actors in the region.

In this regard, the

United States continues its efforts to enhance the security and development of the individual nations in the area with its military assistance
progr. ,.ns and foreign aid.

I

Economic Significance

The influx of petro-dollars into the oil-rich Middle Eastern countries
has enabled them to invest substantial sums of money in industrial and
economic development and to Invest capital overseas.

Revenue from oil

exports being invested in Europe and the United States by the oil-rich
nations furthers economic Interdependence.

Therefore, political and

economic unrest in the region has obvious economic, political, and military
implications in the United States.

Any policy affecting the distribution

of oil to the United States affects the strategic capability of this
country.

14

The limitations on oil have already brought about the reduction

Berry (1972), Joshua (1971), and Hurewitz (1969E.)
Ramazani (1972) and Burrell and Cottrell (1972).

16
17

Joshua (1971) and Safran (1969).
Brown (1975).
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of training exercises, reduced production of propellants. some reorienta-

o

tion of research and development, and so on (Brown. 1975: 181-199)

A

complete oil embargo lasting for several months would have serious implications for the strategic capability of the United States.
Military Significance

The Middle East is militarily significant for the United States for two
key reasons.

First. It is a major source of petroleum and second its

defense is an important U.S. commitment.

Our official commitment to Israel

generally involves supplying it with military hardware for defense.

Thus

it is important that air and sealif t capability and lines of co^unication
•

to Israel be maintained.

In this regard, the denial to the United States

of air basing in Portugal,, Greece, and Spain demands that logistics plans
be revised if Israel is to be supported.

The dependence of Western Europe

on Arab oil has virtually eliminated that area for stationing supporting
unxts and equipment.

At the same time, the United States must recognize

the importance of the Arab countries for maintaining its global strategic
capability. It is imperative that this aspect of U.S. strategic policy
not be ignored.

Forecasting the Changing Middle Eastern toylrong^t

Although the Arab-Israeli conflict seems to be stalemated temporarily
the Middle Eastern region is at the crossroads of peace or war.

Despite

the consuming nature of the conflict, the area is in a state of flux like
the developing regions.

The new-found wealth of the oil-rich nations has

spurred economic growth and attendant political change.

The facilitating

nature of international alignment in the region encourages Russian involvement in the area.

In addition, the military capabilities of several Middle

Eastern nations contin.es to grow apace and the arms race accelerates along
with international tension.18

Each of these features has been built into

the forecasting model for the Middle Eastern region in an effort to map
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developments In this area Into the future.

As nations grow they divert

substantial portions of this growth Into defense expenditures.

In the

Middle East, oil revenue contributes to the acceleration of military
expenditure.

Also, the United States and Soviet Union have provided

weapons to all of the nations In the region.

The potential for International conflict In the Middle East Is of such
Importance that any systematic analysis that can signal the outbreak of
hostilities Is justified.

Forecasting the lonfe-range Middle Eastern

environment demands that several critical Issues be Incorporated Into the
model to represent accurately the complexities of the region.

The Arab

nations, because of the rapid Influx of oil revenue, have the capacity
for rapid growth and diversification.

This means that the dependence of

the region on oil can be used lor capital Investment projects that will
reduce dependence and permit economic and Industrial diversification.
The diversion of oil revenue Into other Investments and a concomitant
decline In trade dependence will mean greater decision-making latitude
for the richer nations In the area.

Growth In Income has also been shown

to be diverted Into defense spending.

The distribution of new-found

wealth, therefore, can point to Important developments In areas where
the capacity for rapid growth Is In evidence.

The mapping of distribution

trends over time, then, can provide useful information for understanding
the potential military power of a nation.

Political alignment in the Middle East has also remained in a state of
flux.

Generally, the countries of the Middle East have mixed interna-

tional orientations and even appear to be the most unstable LDC's regarding alignment.

The current forecasting model Includes a measure of align-

ment Instability that, over time, should reveal the vacillatory nature of
international alignment in the region.

The model will allow forecasts of the

probable future alignment of a nation as it attempts to resolve its alignment Instability and the implications for such alignment on policy and
planning in the strategic arena.

For example, should a major exporter

of oil to the United States resolve its alignment Instability by moving

17
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toward the Soviet Unioi., such a development should have implications for
strategic policy.

Consequently, the value of a Middle East forecast lies

in its signaling of developments unfavorable to strategic plans as they
rely on the natural resources of that region.

With advance knowledge of

the probability of such developments, alternative plans can be devised.

As the model is constructed, it also reflects the extent to which alignment impacts on domestic politics and economic development.

Finally, the

extent to which the United States and the Soviet Union cooperate, trade,
extend military assistance, and distribute foreign aid to the countries
of the region can be manipulated by adjusting individual variables to
reflect policy changes.

As a result, alternative futures can be forecast

and the implications of these futures can be evaluated from the perspective
of strategic policy and planning.

The implications of the propensity for domestic, political unrest, the
vacillatory nature of international alignment, the disproportionate levels
of defense spending, the potential for international conflict, the fantastic economic growth, and the threat to world peace that characterizes most
of the Middle East make the region perhaps the most strategically important of the three less developed regions.

In this regard, forecasting

these and other trends becomes imperative if the impact of such developments for future military posture is to be adequately understood.

The

forecasts to be made from the Middle Eastern regional model wiJ1 be an
accurate representation of the key forces and their interrelat^jnships
in that area and will assist in the formulation of long-range policies
and plans for the Middle East.

Summary

The three regions dealt with in the preceding discussion are marked by
significant contrasts.

Latin America is the most developed and Africa

the least developed region.

The Middle East, the region with the greatest

potential for overt violence, possesses the potential for rapid growth due to
18
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its vast oil resources.

Each area is rather unstable politically and

the threat of domestic violence Is constant.
such violence vary from region to region.

However, the origins of

In Latin America, the awareness

of the benefits of economic growth leads to the realization of material

i

wealth for the elite and a better quality of life for the mass of workers.
Violence often erupts when a different balance between the two is sought.
Disenchantment with the status quo has resulted in military coups in
Latin America and Africa.

However, in the latter region, political

unrest has very diverse origins.

International terrorism in the Middle

East has both domestic and international implications and threatens
peaceful progress in that region.

Internationally, the dependence on primary product exports characterizes
Africa and Latin America although the latter region has been able to halt
and in some cases reverse the importance of the international economic
sectors of its nations.

Trade in oil, of course, is the key to growth

in the Middle East and oil constitutes a major weapon with which to con-

o

front the developed world.

Dependence on trade has also varied effects

and each region must be viewed as unique in this regard.

The emergence of Latin America in the 1800's and its proximity to the
United States have enabled it to progress more rapidly than the other LDC
regions.

The availability of American capital and the interest of the

united States in Latin America for national security aligned North and
South America.

This pattern, however, is changing as Latin America, on

the strength of its economic potential, begins to assert itself.

In

Africa, dependence on Europe for development assistance ^rid certain markets
is giving way to increased penetration (ideological and economic) by Russia
and China.
mented.

And, in the Middle East, the Russian presence is well docu-

Thus, each of the LDC regions is characterized by unique conditions that
must be captured if long-range forecasting is to provide useful information to defense planners.

The model to be described in increasing detail
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in the next two chapters is constructed in a way that will allow for the
idiosyncracies of each region to be represented explicitly.

Not until the interrelationships among iirportant environmental characteristics, as they relate to change and growth in these three regions, are
understood can effective alternative plans be proposed.

Once future

developments are understood, thf policies taking such developments into
account can be generated.

In addition, forecasts can be linked to future

demands for logistics, research and development, procurement, and actual
combat situation requirements.

Finally, it should be reiterated that the

current modeling procedure has included a capability for planners, policymakers, and forecasters to adjust certain variables that measure the
impact of U.S. and Soviet policy on the developing countries in order to
allow alternate policies to be introduced as forecasting over time proceeds.
Thus, the LDC forecasting model ensures a dynamic absent from previous
models.
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CHAPTER 2:

OVERVIEW OF THE LESS DEVELOPED REGION FORECASTING MODEL

INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1 alluded to the increase In co.pla.lty and sophistication demanded
by any atta.pt to hulld forecasting .odels for the less developed nations.
The pnrpose of this chapter is to elahorata some of the important Issues
that ha.e necessitated the ra-operatlonallzation of the five central environmental descriptors (natioual power base, internal instahlllty, international
I fTr,mti0nal all8nBent' and int'""i°-»1 -'"") "<" ^e respacifica.
tlon of the aquations hy „hich the descriptors are forecast. The chapter
covers four major areas.

•

■

»"Terences between the European nations and those
of three less developed regions.

* dR:npriPr:orso?allMtlon

of the fi e cen ai

'

" "^«-"^

' ÄL^S «d'^^"(both endO8e''0us a"d
*

""cl:ucal^hanges in the LDC model which make it
different from earlier models.

Each study done by CACI for JCS/,,-5 has attempted to maintain the conceptual equivalence of the central environmental descriptors because of their
importance to

strategic policy and planning.

However, during the early

stages of tha current project it became apparent that differences between
Europa and the less developed nations would require significant adjustments
in the forecasting models for projecting aignificant political, economic.

social
TZZ;
T
the Middle East.

varlables for the nati ms in Af

'
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GENERAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN EUROPE AND THE LESS DEVELOPED REGIONS

The European region is characterized by considerable similarity among the
nations, that is. the structures that link important environmental variables
differ little from one country to another.

There is much more dissimilarity

among the nations of any less developed region, especially in terms of the
relationships among important environmental variables and with respect to
the volatility, or variation, in LDC behavioral relationships.

For example, even though income levels, industrialization, and urbanization
show variance within the European region, the basic structure of the modem
European economies is similar (see Mcllroy, 1974:

131-134).

Thus, while

the values for the European nations may differ, the variables interrelate
in patterns that are similar enough to permit the construction of a generalized regional model that produces meaningful forecasts.

In contrast, in

the LDC's there are a number of important differences in the linkages among
variables, as well as in the distribution of values, included in the present
study which make a generalized model difficult to construct.

It is generally acknowledged that the Latin American nations have rather
well established economic infrastructures compared to the traditional,
agriculturally based economies of the African nations.

Therefore, in Latin

America, indigenous private investment contributes far more to the gross
domestic product than In Africa.

A general model would tend to obscure this

fact by "splitting the difference" and diminishing the role of private investment in Latin America while over-emphasizing it in Africa.

The developing countries are invariably characterized by marked differences
in other areas of economic behavior which would be obscured by more general
models.

For example, the Middle Eastern nations clearly depend at this time

on their oil exports.

Thus, the international economic sector contributes

far more to the total economy of the region than in Africa or Latin America.
Consequently total trade should play a larger role in the model for the
Middle East than for the other regions.
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A general model would also obscure the origins of defense spending and
military manpower in the three regions.

In Latin America the suppression

of dtmestic unrest would appear to justify defense expenditures and large
militaries whereas in the Middle East and Africa the propensity for international conflict would no doubt account for these variables.

Other factors that would be obscured, or misrepresented, by a general LDC
model are population (the rates of population growth are significantly
different in the three regions), urbanization, domestic conflict (the
origins of coups and domestic turmoil differ from region to region),
international conflict and international alignment (the influences of
economic and political forces being more important in one region than another)

Another important difference between the European and the less developed
regions concerns the role of the military in political affairs.

Many

nations in all of the less developed regions arc dominated by military
regimes that have gained power, more often than not, by coups d'etat.
The impli-.ations of the military role in politics in the LDC's are farreaching and extend into the economic and social sectors of the nation as
well as into the area of foreign policy (Lieuwen, 1965; Janowitz, 1964).

Another distinguishing characteristic that must be considered in modeling
the LDC regions involves the importance of the international economic
sectors of the nations.

This is to say, international trade and trade

dependency are extremely influential determinants of both economic and
political stability and growth (Mcllroy, 1974; Jenkins, 1972; Horowitz,
1972; Galtung, 1971).

At the same time, however, these conditions are

often a source of anti-fo/eign behavior.

The role of the international eco-

nomic sector, as a source of income (from exports) and a cause of balance
of trade problems (from imports), remains a highly f.onsitive issue among
the LDC's and between the LDC's and the developed world.

The foregoing discussion alludes to two specific demands made on any effort
to build forecasting models for less developed regions.

The first involves '
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the operatlonalization of the five central envirormental descriptors In
"ays that are sensitive to the characteristics Idiosyncratic to the
specific regions. The second Involves the selection of appropriate Independent variables for predicting the central descriptor variables and the
specification of their Interrelationships.

The first change nuule necessary by modeling the LDC regions Involved the
re-operationaliZation of four of the five central environtnental descriptors
First, because of the co.plex process of econo.ic change in the three
Third World regions, the national power base concept was broken down into
three components (see Figure 1) - resource power, economic power, and
MUtary power.

This is in contrast to the European conceptualization

which considered only economic and military power bases (CACI

1974)

The measures used in the earlier model were designed to capture the technological bases of the European nations as they affect economic and mili-

' ",)

tary capabilities.

In the LDC regions, technology per se plays a limited

role in determining the relative power of nations.

Therefore, to map

effectively national power base, the economic component was decomposed
into the specific variables that describe the complex of economic processes
such as private consumption, investment, government spending (defense and
non-defense), and exports and imports.

The second re-operationalization involved improving the domestic instability
descriptor.

A coup propensity indicator that attempts to measure a nation's

history of irregular government changes has been developed.

The variable

which focuses on the history of military takeovers, measures the propensity
for violence that results from elite discontent with existing regimes in
many developing countries.

This kind of violence is generally absent In

the European context but is both frequent and significant in the three less
developed .eglons.

I„ addition, the turmoil variable, also used in the

European model, was redefined to represent better popular unrest in Third
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Central Environmental
Descriptors
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Components

-Resource Power Base
National""
PowerBase.

-►Economic Power Bas

"Military Power Base

Variables

►Population
DP
ov't Spending
vt Consumption
Exports
•Imports
»-Defense Spenc'ing
Military Manpower

International Transactions

►International Trade

International Alignment

-Alignment Direction
►Trade (U.S./USSR)
►Alignment Intensity
»-Arms Transfers (U.S./USSR)
Alignment Instability—►U.N. Voting (U.S./USSR)

Internal Instabil!ty-

International Conflict

Figure 1.

►Dyadic Trade

-►Domestic Conflict«

-Turmoil
'Coup Propensity

Monadic Conflict«

-Physical Conflict
-►Coercion
-Pressure

Military ConflictPropensity

-►Tension Ratio

Central Environmental Descriptors, Components and Variables
for the LDC Models.
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relationships for forecasting domestic Instability.

nriched to take into a

The third change
dealt with the
thp -int-o^.,.-•
i
B
,
.
international alignment concept.

«rrr: r;

This
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ana Intensity of alignment on these vaclahles and on U.N. votln8 with the

:~sf'rrin

the

*— ^ - - - ~s the cot

n a do
I'6 —"-1 "^"«lon. of the Zess devdoped nations.
In addition, these components are used to develop a measure of alignment
na amty „hich is hased on the theory that the UK's are (1) chara

ed hy

able lnstablllty

^

their

^^^^^^ ^^^ J
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)
tempts are Mde to resoive these instahilities over ti^ hy ^
toward one pole or the other on all of the alignment indicators.
FinaUy, the international conflict descriptor had to he altered due to

)

.he scarcrty of data for the three regions under examination. The dyadic
conflict variable II<?PH in n,« D
uydaic
Ratio that f °
.USed ln the Eur0>,"" -«^ "- replaced by a Tension
KaUo that tahes into account the greater freque„cy „f international
»ilitary conflict in the IDC regions, particularly Africa and the Middle

Changes in Endoseno;^A„d E^enous Pr.Hlctor Variable.
Altering

the

interpretation of the central environments! descriptors and

ntroducing new operational referents to refiect the reconceptuali.ed
terms retire that the variables selected to forecast the descriptors
accurately represent the realities of the Third World. Thus, many new
variables
to „. added to ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^
ca ly sound parameters to be estimated that would per^t accurate forehTlD 0 be.8:"erated ^ the <)Ve"11 f—"ns model. Table 1 compares
the LDC varrahles with those used for forecasting the European case.
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The variables that appear under the heading "Endogenous Predictors" exist
\ within the overall model and enter into the forecasts of either other
O

'

predictor variables or the central environmental descriptors being forecast.

They are instrumental in calculating values of other instrumental

variables or of the final forecasts.
The variables labeled " Exogenous Predictors" are not predicted by the
model.

They are inc. ^ded because they are theoretically appropriate and

describe activities that reflect political decisions.

Thus, the amount

of military aid can be adjusted to reflect improved relations between
two nations.

The interaction of the military aid variable, in turn, can

have an effect on other variables such as defense spending, GDP. and international trade.

In this way, shifts in policy can be assessed for their

impact on the entire system of equations and the outputted forecasts.

The exogenous predictor variables are specifically representative of the
impact of the United States and the Soviet Union on the forecasts in the
three regions.

Thus, the JCS/J-5 analyst is provided a capability within

the forecasting model to manipulate the final outcomes of the modeling
process by causing changes in the exogenous predictor variables.

Chgn^g in the LOG Model Structure
The LDG forecasting model has expanded the number of forecasting equations
from 12 to 21 in an effort to capture the many nuances that characterize
the nations of Africa. Latin America, and the Middle East.

Although the

21 equations are generally applicable to representative LDG's. the set of
equations is being tested and estimated for each region.

This means that

parameters estimated for forecasting the configurations of political,
economic, military, and social variables will be generated for each region.
It is almost certain that some predictors will appear insignificant for
one region and significant in another.

In such a way, the structural

differences of each region can be captured by the overall, general model
structure.
1

See Appendix 2 for the complete model structure.
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In addition to the above changes, the models to be tested, estimated, and
forecast reflect. In accordance with the suggestions of JCS/J-5, three
additional concerns:

•

The majority of the variables are measured so as
to reflect change In a nation's value on the forecast variables.

•

The equations Include variables that capture the
Influence of the United States and Soviet Union
on the behavior of th'j LDC's in each region.

•

The model, although a general model for LDC's,
Is built such that unique forecasting models
can be constructed for each of the three regions.

The first Improvement Involves Lha use of measures of change in variables
measuring LDC phenomena.

This .'.s to say that the real substantive concern

of the current study is the change that is reflected from one time to
another in the variables being forecast and not simply the forecast values

o

themselves and their distributions.

This new perspective is important

oecause It allows comparisons of rates of change to be evaluated for their
implications for strategic policy and planning.

Thus, comparisons between

regions can be made with regard to economic growth, changes in military
expenditure, movement toward or away from domestic instability, shifts In
alignment patterns, and so on.

It is a rather well-established fact that the African nations have progressed economically at a rate below that of the Latin American countries.
However, this situation may not occur in the future.

The Middle Eastern

nations, on the other hand, are now capable of fairly rapid growth but
they remain nearly as underdeveloped as many of the African nations.

By

looking at rates of change rather than static measures of social, political,
and economic phenomena, a dynamic is introduced that is absent from earlier
forecasting models.

The second structural change that has been Introduced involves the inclusion of specific exogenous variables that operationally permit the impact
29
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of the United States and the Soviet Union on the LDC's to be judged.
, "v

Some

of the variables included measure U.S. and Soviet trade with the LDC's in
each region.

Others measure arms transfers, military and foreign aid,

and cooperative behaviors.

Each of these variables is exogenous to the

basic LDC forecasting model.
ways.

Therefore, each can be manipulated in two

For example, the degree or amount of U.S. activity (arms transfers,

aid) can be altered before forecasting begins to determine the impact of
increases or decreases in the activity on the forecasts of the future LDC
environments; or the coefficient reflecting the impact of the exogenous
predictor variable can be changed to give the variable greater explanatory
power causing proportional changes in the dependent variable being forecast.

Again, it is readily apparent that this inclusion introduces far

greater flexibility and allows alternative future environments to be generated.

The inclusion of exogenous variables permits comparison of different policies
of the United States and the Soviet Union.

Does an increase in Russian trade

with a group of African nations have a greater impact on other dimensions of
international alignment than it would in Latin America?

What is the

impact of increased or decreased exports as a result of an embargo (simulated)
on growth in the Middle East?

These and many other similar questions can

be asked and answered as a result of the introduction of the exogenous variables that are manipulable by the analyst.

The third alteration is actually one of technique rather than substance.
The LDC model to be programmed for forecasting is presented in its entirety
in Appendix 2.
each region.

Each equation in the model will be tested individually for
There are good reasons for this procedure.

For example,

although several variables are included in an equation for either theoretical
or empirical reasons, the impact of each remains in some cases an empirical
question to be answered by the testing process.

Since the tests will apply

to each of the three regions, coefficients that are region-specific will be
generated.

It is not at all unreasonable for a parameter to be zero in one

region (have no impact) and significantly greater than zero in another
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(have a measurable influence in the model). Hence, the same equation may
be used in all three regions, but the different equation parameters result
in very different models and in very different sets of important variables
in each cf the three regions.

A. an example of what is meant here, consider

the equation for change in defense expenditure:
&DEFEX

t,t-l "ß9.0

-H*

'

9,l ADEFEXAt_1)t_2

A GDP
*•

.

+e

USARMSt_1 + ß9j3 SUARMS^ (9)

+ 3

9.2

| MILAID CONFLICT^ + 3^ i-i
^-

+ «

P0P

t-l.t-2

«here DEFEXA represents the defense spending of actual or potential adversary
nations and MILAID consists of two variables, U.S. and Soviet military aid.
This equation, as it is written, says the following.

A change in an LDC's

defense spending from one year to the next is a faction of several factors.
First, it is hypothesized that the relative military capability of rival nations influences the amount that a nation spends on its own defense.

The

term DEFEXA refers to rival defense spending and is a rough indicator that
attempts to capture the phenomenon of arms races. The second and third
terms reflect the impact of arms sales from the United States and the Soviet
Union to the country. Clearly, the amount a nation spends on defense will
reflect its purchase of arms. Here, however, only the two most important arms
suppliers in the world are represented.

The next term reflects the impact

of the size of the nation's per capita income on defense spending.

It is

generally held that defense spending is in part a function of the general
wealth of a nation-there is a positive correlation between per capita income
and defense spending (Richardson, 1960a).

When nations are in conflict they

also spend money on weapons and defense; this is the rationale behind the
inclusion of the variable that measures a nation's past engagement in conflict.

Finally, because arms transfers reflect the sale or purchase of arms

and not military assistance received, a variable that measures the amount of
military aid from the United States and the Soviet Union over the past five
years is included in the equation.

Again, the influence of the two superpowers
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should have an impact on the extent to which government spending supports

z

defense.

And, it should also be noted that both of the variables, arms

transfers and military aid from the United States and the Soviet Union,
are manipulable exogenous variables; as described previously.

In the African case, because of numerous conflicts in ihe early and middle
1960^, DEFEX would probably be explained more by rival defense spending
(ADEFEXAt_1^t_2, past conflict (CONFLICT^) and change in GDP per capita.
The impact of these three variables would then be reflected in the size
of the parameters resulting from testing the equation for t'.ie African
region.

In contrast, because of the absence of intra-regional military

violence in Latin America, past conflict will be an insignificant predictor
of change in defense spending in that region.

But, in contrast, military

aid and arms transfers might contribute substantially in Latin America
where they do not in Africa.

On the basis of these findings the parameters for the insignificant vari-

o

ables can be set to zero so that they will contribute nothing to the forecast of the dependent variable.

This means that the DEFEX equation for

Africa will look, like:
ADEFEX

t,t-l "

ß

2.0

+ ß

2,l

&DEFEXA

t-l,t-2

+ a

2,4

+ a., . CONFLICT ,
^,5
t-1

A

f|
t-l,t-2

and for Latin America will take the form of the original equation with only
the past conflict variable (CONFLICT

.) deleted.

Some of the more obvious areas where this technique becomes an appropriate
discriminatory device for developing unique regional models are the following.
The model should reveal the extent to which Africa, Latin America, and the
Middle East differ regarding the most influential components of the economic
sector.

No doubt, in the Middle East, the domestic economic variables will

contribute less to a nation's GDP than those capturing the influence of international trade.

In Latin America, the economic base should be reflected by

the contribution of all of the economic variables because of the greater

■>
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They were (1) emphasis in the model on

rates of change over time, (2) focus on the influence of the United States
and Soviet Union on the less developed regions, and (3) the generation of
three unique regional models from a general LDC forecasting model.

This last improvement allows three separate models to be easily developed
out of a single computer model while realistically capturing the regional
differences of importance to long-range forecasting of strategic policy
and planning.

Again, it should be emphasized that this approach adds

considerable dynamism to JCS/J-S's long-range forecasting capability and
paves the w.vy for additional innovations that should advance that capability
even further.
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CHAPTER 3:

o

FORECASTING EQUATIONS FOR AFRICA, LATIN AMERICA, AND THE
MIDDLE EAST

INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the forecasting equations for the three less developed regions—Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East.

The purpose of

the discussion is to elaborate the specific models developed to forecast
the variables that operationa.'.ize the five central environmental descriptors—national power base, international trade, international alignment,
internal instability, and international conflict.

Each model reflects

contemporary theoretical and empirical relationships that represent the
predictors of each dependent variable as realistically as possible.

As

indicated in the preceding chapter, the LDC forecasting model draws on,
but is significantly different from, the European model.

Thus, each opera-

tionalization of an environmental descriptor is necessarily more complex
and requires additional, elaborate support for the proposed interrelation-

O

ships specified in each equation.

The discussion to follow will deal with each of the 21 LDC equations independently.
interest.

These are grouped under the five central descriptors of
Table 1 shows the page at which each discussion begins.

The addition of more operational referents

and equations is by no means

designed to enhance complexity for complexity's sake.

Rather, complexity

occurs because of the nature of the study—the construction of forecasting
models for three highly diverse, less developed regions of the world for
comprehending future strategic policies, plans, and requirements.

See Table 1 in Chapter 2 for a comparison of the European and LDC
variables.
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TABLE 1
Structure of Chapter III

o
Concepts and Components

Page

National Power Base
Resource Power:

Population

42

National Economic Power Base

47

Military Power Base

55

International Transactions—Trade

60

International Alignment

62

Internal Instability

67

Turmoil

68

Coup Propensity

73

International Conflict
Conflict . . ,

73

Tension Ratio

75
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Because many of the interrelationships among the variables Identified as

o

relevant for describing LDC's are in fact less well understood than thpse
describing the developed nations, many of the equations to be presented
below must be considered tentative.

Indeed, each of the equations repre-

sents a hypothetical statement which describes the contribution of each
independent variable of a forecasting equation to the explanation of variation in the dependent variable being forecast.

Although each equatiou is

written as if the independent variables make a positive contribution to
the explanation of variance in the dependent variable, this is not assumed
to be the case empirically.

The analysis of each model shall reveal the

direction of the relationship between the proposed independent and the
dependent variables and shall allow the specification of the direction of
the contribution of each variable to the dependent variable in the final
forecasting model.

This is a standard forecasting technique that

allows theoretical and empirical flexibility.

Complexity, therefore, is

necessary if the forecasting equations are to capture the intricacies of
the three regions that impinge on the political, economic, social, and
military interests of the United States.

Once the equations have been evaluated for their explanatory power and the
entire LDC model determined to be representative of the LDC regional environments, its value as a structure for projecting the future of each environment will have been established.
purpose:
future.

It can then be employed for its stated

the projection of three separate regional environments into the

However, it must be emphasized that forecasts are not useful in and of
themselves.

The purpose of such forecasts is to assess future strategic

requirements demanded by alternative futures.

These requirements can take

many forms including strategic policy and objectives, contingency and
ad hoc planning, procurement and research and development, deployment and
targeting, and training and manpower acquisition.

Each forecast descriptor suggests future needs of the Department of Defense
for dealing with the projected environment that the descriptor, and its
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Yet descriptors cannot be viewed in isolation.

The

entire picture must be comprehended for the LDC regional forecasts to be
useful and meaningful.

O

Only in this way can each equation, the entire

LDC model, and the forecasting procedure in general, be helpful in determining long-range strategic requirements for formulating future policies,
objectives, plans, and capabilities.
NATIONAL POWER BASE
Power, as a cause and/or an effect, invariably finds its way into research
in international relations.

The bulk of the empirical studies on national

power and its relationship to international behavior have focused on the
developed nations because of the crucial roles they have played in the
post-World War II period.

Power, however, plays a role in the behavior of

all nations, both developed and underdeveloped.
Numerous studies

employing quantitative methods have "discovered" the

empirical bases for national power.
cussed in military terms.

Usually national power base is dis-

The economic aspect of national power is usu-

ally discussed in terms of development.

The contribution of resources to

national power has generally been assumed to have found its way into each
of the other dimensions.
Military and economic power are often treated separately for analytic
purposes.

However, this is a distortion of the real and important link-

ages between them.

Many of 'uhe studies from which these findings are

derived examined only the developed world.

In the less developed world

military and economic power are closely linked and the ability to discriminate between them diminishes greatly when the countries of Africa,
Asia, Latin America, and the Middle East are analyzed separately.

Among the numerous international relations studies that have analyzed
the indicators qf the bases of potential power are lleiss, et al. (1973),
Ferris (1973), CACI (1973, 1974), Knorr (1970), Organski (1958), Organski
and Organski (1961), Abolfathi (1975a), Cole (1965), Rummel (1972), Morgenthau
(1973), German (1960), and Mcllroy (1971).
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in a study that disaggregated all nations into four regions

(Europe, Asia, Africa, and Latin America) factor analyzed cross-sectional
data (only the year 1955 was used) that included indicators of military,
resource, and economic power to determine if dimensions similar to those
that appear in global analyses would emerge.

In general, two clusters of

Interrelated variables, one consisting of the standard measures of military and resource power (defense spending, population, national income)
and the other consisting of the standard measures of economic development
(GNP per capita, literacy, employment distribution) emerged.

This is a similar factor structure to that found when analyses of developed
states and the global system are performed.

Bur, in analyses of a set of

highly developed countries, however, these dimensions are very distinct—
they do not overlap.

The pattern in Mcllroy's less-developed regional

analysis was different.

The relationships were weaker and variables

shifted from one factor to another depending on th(

region.

For example,

the indicators of military power and economic power form almost a single
dimension in Africa but are less mixed in Latin America.

To determine the

similarity between the two clusters of variables for each region a factor
comparison was done (for example, military power base in the Asian region
was compared with military power base in the Latin American region).
This subsequent analysis revealed that cross-regionally the dimensions
differed substantially.

These findings, althoufh tentative, suggest that while the same variables
may be used as indicators of military, resource, and economic power in
developed and less developed regions,

(1) the distinction between the

three kinds of power is less explicit in the LDC regions,

(2) the compo-

nents of each kind of power differ substantively from one region to another,
and (3) attempts to operationalize national power in the LDC context must
consider the complex interrelationships among the military, resource, and
economic factors if power is to be adequately measured.
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Mother study ou the power capahilltles o£ nation states that is «levant
to seleetlng Indicators for the current study reveaXs .ore precisely the
interrelationships among several Indicators o£ power.
-.>

studied nine variables as measures of power.

Ferris (1073)

These included:

• Area
• Population
• Government revenues
• Defense expenditure
• Total trade
• Armed forces
• Government revenue per capita
• Defense expenditure per capita
• Trade value per capita

Ferris' Study covered the 1850-1965 period and revealed that the overtime relationship among most of the nine variables was generally stable.
His analysis, which used all nations for the period, suggests that on a
global level power can be measured by som- or all of the nine variables
and that they interrelate, consistently wi.h one another.

This finding is

further support for considering an operationalizatlon of power that trxes
to capture its many nuances.
Another algnitlcant finding of Ferris' study was that defense expenditure,
population, government revenue, trade, armed forces, and area eonslstontiy
showed strong association with each other (that Is. with a srngle
cluster of Interrelated variables named power).

Moreover, Ferris found

that his per capita measures of government revenue and defense expenditure
inereased tholr association over time.

This finding suggests a positive

feedbach system in nations in which wealth and power constantly reinforce
each other.

This finding has been considered in the construction of the

LDC model.

Defense spending has been separated out from total government
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At the same time, the total

economy (GDP per capita) contributes to defense spending so that as ona
variable grows, the other will do likewise.

Thus, the positive feedback

loop is operationalized and the reinforcing nature of all aspects of
national power base are incorporated into the model.

The present study therefore utilizes the trends in several power indicators to forecast their future levels.

The overall direction of the study,

however, is not merely to analyze trends but to examine "causal" relationships between indicators, forecast future environments based on these
relationships, and draw conclusions about future strategic needs and
requirements.

The indicators of power selected for this study were based on the work of
previous researchers wherever possible.

However, they represent a more

structm-ed set of indicators and, unlike many previous studies, were not
arbitrarily aggregated into a single index.
little beyond loss of information.

Such aggregation achieves

Students and practitioners of power

emphasize that power is a multidimensional phenomenon and that operationalizations of power should attempt to capture the many features of the
concept.

Therefore, power will be treated as consisting of three com-

ponents—resource power, economic power, and military power.
The basic components of power for the current LDC study are similar to
those identified for the European analysis.

However, the models developed

to predict the operational referents used to measure each component are
considerably more compltx.
(1)

Resource Power Base
•

(2)

Population

Economic Power Base
•

GDP (or GNP)

•

Trade

•

Government expenditure
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Military Power Base
•

Defense expenditure

•

Military manpower

Resource Power;

Population

In the LDC context, the possession of natural resources has only recently
become a source of power.

Here, of course, we are referring to the con-

siderable enhancement of power (primarily economic power) of the LDC members of the oil-exporting community.

The success of this small group of

countries notwithstanding, the majority of LDC's are incapable of converting their natural resources into the hardware of power because they still
lack the necessary economic and political infrastructure.

Their primary

natural resource, and one whose contribution to a typical LDC's power
base is somewhat dubious, is people.

Population can be advantageous to

a nation simply in terms of numbers.

However, it can be a detriment as

well when food, clothing, and other basic needs become a problem.

Never-

theless, population is clearly a potential source of power when general

Ü

economic and military forms of power are limited.

As in last year's effort, population is an Important forecast variable in
this study of Latin America, Africa, and the Middle East.

Regardless of

the level of economic development, some minimum population is required if
a nation is to exploit effectively its natural resources and to employ
high-energy production techniques (Aron, 1966:

229).

A large population

also provides the necessary domestic market for local industry (Organski,
1958:

141).

In short, no nation can become or remain a significant world

or regional power without the population necessary to establish and maintain an industrial base, to field combat units, and to feed and equip the
soldiers and citizenry (Morgenthau, 1973:

119).3

See also Organski and Organski (1961), Cole (1965), Ferris (1973)
Knorr (1970), Heiss, et al, (1973), and German (1960) for relationships
between population and national power.
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Moreover, forecasts of population provide a means of meaningfully compar-

o

ing forecasts of other variables for nations of greatly differing sizes.
Forecasts of gross domestic product (GDP), for example, cannot be used to
Infer relative levels of economic development for countries very different
In population size.

Per capita forecasts, which require an estimate of

future population size, reduce much of this comparability problem.

In the European study, population size was forecast by applying past growth
rates to previous population size, resulting in an exponential growth curve,
and attenuating this curve by Including GNP per capita as a predictor of
population.

There are, undoubtedly, a complex set of factors that account

for the Inverse relationship between population growth rates and level of
wealth, a complexity that is not captured entirely by per capita GNP differences (Demeny, 1974).

While such a gross indicator seems satisfactory

for differentiating very wealthy from very poor nations in terms of population growth rates, it is probably unsatisfactory for differentiating
among less developed nations.

Rather than attempt to include the complex

of social, economic, political, and technology factors that influence
population growth, population in I.DC's can best be forecast by applying
estimates of future population growth to past population levels based on
the assumption of constant population growth.

The growth rate for the population model is drawn from the work of U.N.
demographers rather than estimated from the data base assembled especially
for this study.

This approach will insure the necessary variability in

the population model for LDC's and, in this context, will yield more useful and realistic forpcasts than would the application of the techniques
used for forecasting population in the European region.

The assumption of constant population growth must be qualified.

Almost all

population experts agree that the present rates of population growth in the
less developed countries are too high to last for very long (Freedman and
Berelson» 1974) and that sooner or later growth will level off due to
either high death rates or low birth rates (Coale, 1974 and Revelle, 1974).
Yet it is difficult to predict when the leveling off will occur.
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The prediction of a decrease in population growth is based on knowledge
of the development, urbanization, and industrialization processes.
i/

As a

general rule, as societies develop and industrialize, populations move
from rural areas to urban centers, extended families are broken up into
nuclear families and ultimately population growth approaches zero
(Pressat, 1970).

This has been the experience of the industrialized

nations. The exact nature of this process, however, is only vaguely
4
known.
Moreover, its pace seems to be partially controlled by a host of
other factors and rates of change vary widely from society to society.
At this stage of knowledge, it is impossible to say at what level of
development a covntry will approach its zero population growth (Demeny,
1974).

The approach taken in this project is to utilize a constant rate

of population growth for each country except in cases where population
growth rates actually decline.

In such situations different growth rates

can be used for different periods.

Thus, the population model takes the

form:
?0?t = (l+c)P0Pt_1

(1)

where c (population growth rates) are taken from extant literature for

(j

each country.
National Economic Power Base

Few aspects of a society have as obvious and as far-reaching an impact as
its economy.

It is the level of economic wealth and rate of economic

growth that, in the final analysis, determine a nation's capability or

4

Dcracny (1974) claims that there is no statistical relationship between
birth rates and GNP per capita among "underdeveloped countries with more
than 10 million population." However, by limiting hi.' sample to underdeveloped countries and excluding countries with less than 10 million population, he substantially reduces the variance in his data. Moreover, in
a scattergram of birth rates versus GNP per capita (p,155) there is a distinct relationship which is somewhat weakened by unusual countries. For
instance, oil-exporting countries such as Venezuela, Iran, and Iraq, which
have exhibited very fast growth rates, tend to have had a slower decline
in their birth rates than one would have expected based on the statistical
trend of cross-sectional data. On the other hand, China and Sri Lanka,
which have had rigorous birth control programs, have had faster declines
in their birth rates than the expected trend would have suggested. For
example, of different population growth forecasts, see Department of State
(1974) and Cooper and Alexander (1971).
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potentla! for „„deruking do^e.tic and foreign poXlcle..

mdlctor. of

natlooa! behavior (i„ Buch diverse areaa aa budget expendifurea, diplomatic actlvitlea, and trade) tend to be correlated „ith total natioli
income of countriea.
Moreover, countries undergoing a rapid increase in
their per capita income tend to be relatively i^une to .ilitary coups
even though they

My

experience other types of turmoil,

mdeed. it is

srgnrficant that countriea „ith rapid rates of economic growth can sustain
a reator level of „ealth and income inequality by raising the overall
»edran income level for the nation. At the sa-3 ti„e. such nations are
able to expand rapidly their international activities.6

thiVdT lS 0£ PartlCUlar releVanCe " the »"-^-""S countriea of
the Middle East, Africa, and hatin America. The rapid rise in the oil
revenues of these nations has radically increased their potential capabrUtaes for engaging in both domesti : and international activities.
claasreal

The

guns versus butter" dile^a. for instance, is no longer a prob-

et, in Saudi Arabia.

The Sandi government has been increasing L only

it. .ilrtary and social welfare expenditures by unprecedented rates but it
has also inaugurated substantial foreign aid program and invested large
amounts in advanced industrial countries.7
The importance of the economic sector to nation-states requirea that consrderahle attention be paid to constructing a model for long-range forecastiag
The model presented below consists of the general equations to
be used for forecasting. It should be eBphasl2ed t|iat ^ ^^
P»"»tsd in their most general forms and it is possible that for some
See Dabelko and McCornick (197'^

(»71). Mitchell

M

^e ^ •

H927). Ms'diL'of (196^^ T^IT^• «°rUy

lZ?VZ,T7T" ^ P0St""ar "^^ -"Ales, Japan is ™ cxcel^ActivltJ™ eCOn0mJC ^""^ ^ " '"«eases i„ other areas of
is^r»" STV ^ i"PaCt

0f inCreaSed

"»""^ ""1th on nations

aenta"iOT abroad .^"haTwes^eTits^ T """"^ "S "^^ «P2
flve times. See also Isk^dar v J'HJ,
7« ADoitathi
Ah If^hrTlöy^r"
1 Beedhain
" le"St (1975).
(1975c), and
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cases the final version used for forecasting will have a slightly different
form.

u

To simplify the notation and clarify the exposition, the equations

are discussed as if they referred to a single country.

With one exception

(to be noted) each of the following equations applies to all countries.

There are two basic economic variables for each country in the overall
model—gross domestic product and foreign trade.

In order to estimate

those variables successfully, to forecast their future paths, and to
assess policy changes, it is necessary to construct a set of equations
that describes economic patterns within each country.

Nine major variables will be utilized to represent the economic sector of

each country:

8

GDP ■ gross domestic product
POP ■ population
DEFEX = defense spending

O

DOMEST ■ non-defense government spending
INVEST = investment spending
CONSUMP = consumption spending
TIMPORT = total imports
TEXPORT = total exports
EXPUS = exports to the United States
IMPUS = imports from the United States

To identify the values of these variables in different time periods,
subscripts are employed.

To illustrate, INVEST indicates investment

spending in period t, and INVEST

j is investment spending in the previous

EXPUS and IMPUS also will be used to determine a nation's international
trade alignment.
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In a similar manner, INVESTt_2 refers to investment spending two

periods prior to period t.
intervals.

The time periods for the model are one-year

The "economic model" for each country is developed from Keynesian incomeexpenditure analysis.
period.

By definition, income equals production in each

Further, spending, appropriately defined, also equals production.

The task is to identify the components of spending and develop equations
describing each of the components. The sum of the components is total
production, gross domestic product, or GDP.

The initial classification of spending depends upon the economic sectors
of a country and their position with respect to the economy in question.
Three basic types of spending are identified:

(1) private spending

(2) government spending, and (3) foreign sector spending.

Each of these

types is then divided into components to describe the motives (or variables) influencing them more accurately and to represent these motives as
equations.

Ö

Private Spending

Private sector spending in e.n economy is divided into two components,
consumption and investment spending.
ing by persons in the economy.

Consumption (CONSUMP) is the spend-

Investment (INVEST) includes the money

spent to finance plants and equipment (capital goods) and to finance
inventory accumulation (or inventory runoffs).

Private consumption, CONSUMP , is described as
CONSUMP

t

- 3

Zyü

+

a

2,1

GDp

t

+ a

2,2

CONSUME

,
t-1

The basic influence on consumer spending is consumer income.

/£>,

GNP is

included as a proxy variable for the "true" measure of consumer income
«

(for example, disposable income).

The justification for the use of GDP
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as a proxy variable derives from the application of the model to less

Q

developed countries for which data on disposable income are generally
unavailable.

Previous year consumption is included as a way of cap-

turing an adjustment effect.

Large changes, decreases or increases, in

income are often not translated immediately into proportional changes in
consumer spending.

Some adjustment time is required to determine the

pattern of spending reflected by changed income.

Investment spending is included in the model on the assumption that businesses construct plants and purchase equipment as they expect to be able
to sell the products to be manufactured in these facilities.

The problem

is that the model must forecast investment spending before the value of
total sales in the economy is known.

The assumption employed to resolve

this difficulty is quite simple and defensible—the pattarn of expected
future sales is determined by past patterns.

Hence, investment spending

is:
INVEST^ ß3)0

)

+

a3>1AGDPt)t_1

(3)

Government Spending

Two types of government spending are identified within the model, defense
(DEFEX) and non-defense (DOMEST).

Defense spending is influenced by "poli-

tical" factors and is discussed in the section "Defense Expenditure" in
this report.

It is an "exogenous" variable from the perspective of the

economic system being discussed here.

The current period level of defense

spending is not determined by current period economic influences, but it
does influence current economic conditions.

9"

^ For any country that reports disposable income (or perhaps personal
income), the equations are easily modified to:
C0NSUMPt = ß2>0 + ß2^

YD

+ ß2)2 CONSUMP^

where YD is disposable income. An equation Y
= ß GDP is then added
to the model. This is a minor extension, and can be applied wherever
sufficient data are available.
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Non-defense government spending, DOMEST , is described by:

o

EKMEST

t

=

ß

4.0

+

%1 ^^t-l

+a

4.2

GDP

t-l

+a

4.3

P0P

t

(A)

To evaluate this equation, first note that last period's non-defense
spending is included to capture the inertia that typically characterizes
government economic policy and behavior.

Effectively, the tendency is to

maintain government spending despite influences to change spending from
previous levels.

The inclusion of lagged GDP as an independent variable is designed to
capture the influence of the level of total economic wealth of the nation
on government activity.

It is generally true that greater income for the

country as a whole implies a more than proportional increase in government spending.

This reasoning suggests that the expectation is for ß;

Xi

to be positive and greater than one.

The influence of population is not easily predicted.

On the one hand, a

larger population will tend to increase government support of public
services such as education.

On the other hand, if population growth

exceeds GDP growth, the per capita welfare of the country is reduced and
can be expected to depress government spending.

Despite these off-

setting explanations, there is no reason to suppose the effects are perfectly offsetting for each country (for example, ct^
10

result).

3

= 0 is an unlikely

Empirical parameter estimation will be used to identify the

proper values for use in the model.

It should be noted that this treatment of government expenditure is
quite unlike those found in the conventional treatments of public expenditure economics which view government expenditure from the vantage of
decision-makers and optimization theory. Such treatments are of limited
value for long-range forecasting unless one could make better forecasts
of decision-makers' preferences and the constraints under which they operate.
See Millward (1971).
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Foreign Sector Spending

0

The remaining areas of spending to be considered are components of the
foreign sector, export sales (spending from other countriej) and imports
(spending going to other countries).

The algebraic descriptions of these

two aspects of spending are quite similar but the equations are interpreted differently.

Imports are described by:

TIMPORTt = ß3)0

+

a5)1 CDPt

+

o^ POPt

(5)

In many respects the import equation is interpreted in a manner analogous
to the consumption equation.

First, GDP influences consumer spending as

a measure of income and operates similarly in the import equation.

Second,

GDP reflects the country's endowments of resources, and when controlled for
population, approximates technology (or per capita wealth) to determine
imports.

The size of the country's exports is estimated by:

TEXP0RTt

= 36>0 + aM GDPt + a^ ?0?t

(6)

The justification for this equation is identical to that for the import
equation.

Both equations are inclu^c-d in the economic system because

most countries do not exhibit a perfect balance on their merchandise
trade accounts.

In particular, less developed countries often run

deficits, indicating that the response of exports differs from that of
imports as GDP and POP change over time.

Moreover, their exports tend to

exhibit greater instability due to extreme fluctuations in demand for raw
material exports.

The Total Economy

The gross domestic product of the country is the simple sum of all types
of spending.
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GDP.

CONSUMP

+ INVEST

t

t

+ DOMEST

t

+ DEFEX

t

+ TEXPORT

t

•^wm^Hm^m^m

nii.i.piiii

- TIMPORT

t

(7)

where TEXPORT and TIMPORT include exports to the United States and imports

O

from the United States as separate variables.

Imports are subtracted because that component of spending goes out of the
country.

Put another way, the terms CONSUMP, INVEST, DOMEST, and DEFEX

all represent the total spending for each type of activity.

But some part

of each type is used to purchase imported products and as such never
reaches the producers within the economy.

Hence, this element of spending

will no: ca]1 forth production and must be subtracted.

U.S. Impact on LDC Economies
i

The list of economic variables presented above includes, for each country,
exports to and imports from the United States.
:

L—

These were specified to

be able to consider within the model the effects of changing U.S. trade
policies on other countries.

To build the influence of trade with the United States into the LDC model,
nothing must be added to the economic system for each country.

However,

a forecasting equation for the U.S. component of trade must be introduced.
This amendment to the LDC model demands only that the U.S. trade sector
be modelled.

A full model of the U.S. economy is not required to capture

interactive effects.

GNPUS
log IMPUS

Therefore, only two equations need to be introduced:

= (l+c)GNPUS and
=

PJ

(8)

+ ßj log GNPUS

The first of these equations establishes a linear extrapolation of U.S.
12
GDP into the future.
The second equation establishes the magnitude of
11

These two variables, therefore, represent manipulable exogenous components of the GDP equation thnt can be utilized to reflect shifts in U.S.
trade policy toward a given country.
12

If during the estimation stage another functional form is found to
produce better prediction, there Is no difficulty created by changing the
specification.
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U.S. Iniports.

The geographic distribution of U.S. imports can be obtainoc!

from historical data to provide the basic trade patterns for the model.
{)

The inclusion of these two equations permits the distribution of trade to
be manipulated as if policy has been altered.

For example, an embargo

could be simulated by arbitrarily redistributing trade so that trade to
one region reduces to zero and increases proportionately to other regions.
The implications of this action then would allow the impact of the embargo
on LDC economies to be evaluated.

Using this approach, it will be possible

to examine the long-term effects of increases or decreases in U.S. imports
on particular LDC's, on groups of LDC's, or on entire geographic regions.
Thus, the direct influence of U.S. actions on each country can be evaluated as can the spread of the impact to other countries as trade over time
is affected.

Military Power Base

Military power is measured by the value of governmental military expenditure and level of armed forces.

As measures of military power these

variables are open to several criticisms.

Particularly, it can be argued

that (1) they are not exhaustive, (2) they put too much emphasis on quantity (versus quality), and (3) they ignore the efficiency and intensity
of utilization with x^hich they could be used.

It should be noted, however, that defense expenditure does not necessarily
represent only the quantitative aspects of military power.

Each dollar of

13
The typical example i]lustrating the inadequacy of these measures is
the Arab-Israeli military balance prior to the 1967 war. In that war the
quantitative balance was close. However, the qualitative balance was
overwhelmingly in favor of the Israelis. Israel had by far the superior
command and control capability. Arab armies generally had very poor field
intelligence and little coordination during the war. The Israeli tactics
were more suited for a constantly changing combat environment. The
Israeli logistic support was also far more efficient. In the 1967 war the
Israeli qualitative superiority proved decisive. In less than six days
Arab armies were completely defeated, most of their major weapons were
either captured or destroyed, and 15,000 Arab soldiers were either dead or
captured. The greatly enhanced capacity of some of the Arab military forces
in 1973 serves as a reminder that relatively rapid changes can occur In
these variables, particularly when enough resources are available.
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defense expenditure can be spent on qualitative as well as quantitative

o

improvements of military capability.

This is not to deny that existing

levels of skill, technology, and organlzational-adnHnlstrative capabilities do act as a constraint.

What is emphasized here is that in the long

run the major constraints appear to be the more basic economic and
resource variables.

Therefore, the use of military expenditure tends to

be highly correlated with other indicators of military power for major
powers, medium powers, and small powers (Abolfathi, 1975b).

Furthermore

by dividing total military expenditure by number of personnel in the
armed forces it is possib- to arrive at an indicator of the quality that
would be adequate for long-range forecasting.14

It should be noted, how-

ever, that such an indicator would be too rough for short-term forecasting, which requires far more sensitive inJicators.
The Equations of Military JPower

The basic equations that will be used for forecasting the long-range
military power of nations states are shown below.15

Variable definitions

and sources can be found in Appendix 3.
ADEFEX

t.t-1

=

*9.0

+ ß

9.1

+a0 . A GDP
9,4
POP

ADEFEX

,
t-l,t-2

Vl,t-2

+ a9

.

5

+

^9.2 "^Vi - 39|3 SUARMS^

CONFLICT

S MILAID
, + ßP
. i-1
,
^
t-1
9,6\\
5

where DEFEXA represents the defense spending of actual or potential
adversary nations and MILAID
consists of two variables. U.S. and Soviet
military aid.

It has been assumed that the imoarf of A^r
economy is a simple additive nd.i ? d^ense expenditure on the
GDP. In reality the econnl-1^ varlable in the equation for
more complex. But this reU 100X0P if yGt
'fTt
^endltu" ** Probably
t0 he
economists. Attempts havf h..
,
^^^ ^nd tested by
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a^^ MILMAN^ + a^^ CONFLIC^^ + a^ TüRMOILt-1
(10)

:,

E MILAID

+ «io.4
*

A

SEP
POP

+

1

^o.^

t-5

t-l,t-2

The defense spending equation, in essence, describes the relationship
between annual changes in the level of military expenditure on the one
hand and superpower arms transfers, annual changes in GDP per capita,
arms races, and conflict on the other.

In other words, an increase (or

decrease) in defense expenditures is assumed to result from an increase
(or decrease) in wealth, involvement in arms races, conflict and arms
transfers,

or all of these together.

The relationship between conflict and defense expenditure at first seems
obvious.

There are numerous anecdotal references to conflict events

that have led to increased rates of defense expenditure, conscription,
mobilization, arms races, and war.

The relationship between conflict and

military expenditure was first mathematically formalized by Richardson
(1960b) and has found statistical support in the works of Newcombe (1975).
But Richardson's mathematical models are not directly testable and
Newcombe1s analyses are not based on accurately specified models.

Despite

these shortcomings, the variable is Important enough to be included in the
equation for military expendituri. while its exact form is subject to
change during the course of the project.
16
It has been suggested by some students of international relations that
alliances decrease defense expenditures since they constitute a sharing of
defense burden and defense or security takes the form of a "public good "
Empirical evidence for this assertion is not easy to obtain. The U S Japanese security treaty may have enabled Japan to "pay" Jess for its
defense, but most other countries that are in alliances with superpowers
tend to spend more on defense. This observation, however, could be due to
other factors and may in fact be spurious. Other possibilities shall
therefore be kept in mind during the course of the project. Another problem worth noting is that the relationship bet.-en alliances and conflict is
not quite clear (Beer, 1970).

^ r
.,
•
•
tor other variations ot this relationship see Abolfathi and Park (1975).
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Another term In the equation for defense expenditure that needs some
y, )

explanation is the defense expenditure of rival or adversary nations.
This term becomes important when two or more nations "engage" in an arms
race.

There are many possible forms of arms races, each of which may
18
depend on a large number of factors.
The preliminary eCjUation in this
project will be a simple additive model in which the annual increase in
arms expenditure of each nation is assumed to be in part a function of
the average increase in the defense expenditure of its rival nations.
"Rival" nations were selected on the basis of historical rivalries, border and territorial, disputes, and other major forms of conflict of
interest.

Therefore, as the enemies, or adversaries, of a nation increase

their defense expenditures, the intensity of the arms race should correspondingly increase.

The other notable terms in the equation are U.S. and Soviet arms transfers
and military aid.

Arras transfers from superpowers are relevant because

they not only reflect the direction of a nation's "Cold War" alignment but
are also important factors in stimulating demand to more and bettor armaments and increasing the future capacity of the nation for "absorbing"
19
advanced weapons systems.
Military aid is included because it has been
an important source of defense capability in many countries aligned with
20
the United States.
See Intriligator (196A) and Busch (1971) for different models of arms
races.
19

This argument goes as follows: As a T..1rd World nation imports modern
armaments (1) it gains more experience in using sophisticated equipment,
(2) it acquires a need for complementary and supporting armaments of the
same degree of sophistication, and (3) the rival stateS seek equivalent or more
sophisticated weapons. Therefore, as more advanced weapons systems become
available, one would expect that importing nations with greater experience
with advanced weapons systems would be the first to import them.
It is quite possible that a similar part is played by Soviet military
aid to countries such as Cuba, Egypt, Syria, Iraq and Guinea. Such a
model is about to he tested where data of reasonable quality are found.
See Joshua and Gilbert (1969).
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The Military Manpower Equation
^

O

The equation for military manpower predicts the number of regular aimed
forces personnel on the basis of the previous year's force levels, conflict, turmoil, and the annual change in GDP per capita.

Military man-

power generally changes slowly over time except during periods of very
high conflict and turmoil.

It can therefore generally be forecast by

projecting its past trend.

The first term of the equation, previous

year's level of military force, is included to account for this overtime stability.

The other terms in the equation merely explain the devia-

tions of military manpower from the expected level based on the previous
year's level.
MlLMANt

=.Vo

+

a10>1MI^t_l

+ a

10.2CONFL1CTt-l

Z MILAID

+ a10

4
1U,H

A GDP
POP

+

+ a

l0.3TUR>1OILt-l

t-5

ß

l0,5^

t-l,t-2

It is assumed that both conflict and turmoil increase military force
levels.

Note, however, that wealth (GDP per capita) may or may not lend

to increases in armed forces.

If it is assumed that lack of wealth is a

constraint on building larger armed forces, then as a nation becomes
wealthier its armed forces should increase.

Wealth is also an indicator

of the level industrialization, technology, and organizationaladministrative capability.

Therefore it is quite possible that as wealth

increases and technology advances, n nation will devote more of its
defense budget to firepower (for example, high technology weapons) and
less to manpower.

Thus, the size of the armed forces would decrease.

In addition, there are two other factors that mitigate increases in armed
forces as national wealth increases.

First, wealth is often synonymous

with affluence, standard of living, and wage levels.
21
increase, the cost of military manpower increases.
21

If these variables
Second, as weapons

Manpower costs also increase as conscription levels are reduced or the
conscription period is reduced. These also seem to occur as nations
become more affluent (The Economist, 1975).
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technology advances, the level of skill required of military personnel
increases.

Ö

This means that the cost of training and maintaining armed

forces also increases.

Thus, it seems that there are factors that impede

increases in the size of armed forces as national wealth increases even
though, in general, the lack of wealth can be treated as a constraint on
the size of the armed forces.23

Here, again, the full set of relevant

predictors has been Included in the model and empirical estimation will
determine the direction and strength of relationships appropriate for eacli
region being forecast.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSACTIONS—TRADE

Our description of the economic sector was confined to equations necessary
to estimate GDP for each country.

Another "economic variable" important

outside the economic subsystem is international trade.

The previous dis-

cussions of imports and exports dealt with aggregate trade; they should
not be confused with trade flows between specific countries.

The exports

and imports discussed thus far represent the size of the foreign sector

L)

within the economy.

Trade flows between countries must now be specified.

To discuss trade flows, more than one country must be considered at the
same time.

For convenience, the subscript is dropped from all variables-

it is to be understood that all variables are contemporaneous values.
Subscripts .-n-e now used to identify countries.

Let V
V

represent the value of trade flowing from country i to country
T J

is then country i's exports to country j.

The relation of the V

.
ij's

TT
See, for instance, Lomor (1973)

23
On the other hand, as wealth
that the scope and intensity of
and education also increase and
Irom defense (Sprout and Sprout,

and affluence increase it is quite'likely
government expenditures in social welfare
eventually begin to draw resources away
1968, and Russett, 1975).

■
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to the previous variables is direct:

O

V

- M

1 - j'B imports fro..

v

= x

j - j's ^r^«-a to all countries In the world.

The tentative equa

all

countries in the world, and

tlon to be used to specify trade flows between countries

is:
TRADE (l,j)

t

-ß„ «+«01 GDPCi). + «o 2 GDP
8,0
8,1
t
8,2
+ß3

4

POpÜ)t

+ ß

8,5

where distance represents a resistance

(j)t + 88t3POP(i)t

DISTANCE(i j)

'

to transactions between i and j

(

The GDP's for both countries enter the equation.

For the importer. GDP

represents an income level to finance purchases.

For the exporter, it

represents the ability to co.pete in international markets-the ability
to produce for export sale.

Population for each country captures the

influence of the size of each country's market.
Distance is a "resistance to trade" influence.
imated by distance.
tance

Transport costs are approx-

Other resistance variables can be introduced by dis-

Other resistance variables can be introduced where appropriate.

The study team expect, to employ dichotomous (or "dummy") variables to
capture the influence of membership in a trade preference

grouP

such as

the Latin Merican Free Trade Association (LAFTA) or the Andean Subgroup.
Additional groupings such as the Organization of Arab Petroleum-Exporting
Countries (OAPEC) can be handled in a similar fashion.

A

few additional remarks may clarify the difference between the trade

values (imports and exports) appearing in the GDP forecasting equations
and the trade values described by the trade equation just discussed.

As

has been noted, the GDP forecasting equations employ total imports and
total exports for a particular country.

The trade flow equation then

employs the forecast values of GDP to forecast the geographic distribution
of each country's trade.
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The specification of exports to the United States in the GDP equation
can be compared to the trade flow equation prediction of the same exports
to the united States.

Note that any stimulus to a country's GDP is

expected to increase that country's exports.

If, during a policy analysis

exercise, exports to the United States are increased as a result of a favorable U.S. tariff policy, the prediction from the trade flow equation can
be used to determine what proportion of increased exports to the United
States is attributable to favorable U.S. policy action.

This latter pro-

portion is an indication of the political/economic role played by the United
States in the international economic relations of Third World countries.

Finally, the trade flow and GDP equations provide complementary checks on
the validity of policy-induced increases in U.S. trade levels vis-a-vis
Third World countries.

By comparing trade as used in the GDP equation

with trade flow forecasts, the model can "i lag" inconsistent or questionable exogenous changes in U.S. trade p . .ies—where they are questionable in that the analyst has attempted a trade spec:, fication inconsistent with the historical record.

I

INTERNATIONAL ALIGNMENT

The literature on international alignment is extensive and can be divided
into two broad analytical categories:

Treatments of cost and benefits of joining alignments.
This literature focuses or. the calculations of national
decision-makers in assessing the value of joining or
remaining in an alliance, coalition, or informal group
in the international system. A subset of this literature uses highly formal models and rigorously treats
the cost-benefits of alignments using techniques that
are usually borrowed from economic literature.
2A

There are hundreds of references in this category of the literature
on alliances.
Some typical examples are Olson and Zeckhauser (1970)
and Sandier (1975).
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Analyses of the structure and environment of alignments.
This set of literature generally treats alignments as
systems of organization that tend to form (or disintegrate) under certain conditions. The literature focuses
on the structural factors (such as distribution of power
within alignments) and environmental forces (such as
international tension, arms races and conflict) which
contribute to the cohesion of alignments.

o

In this project alignment is conceptualized as consisting of several components that reflect the degree to which a nation is aligned with the two
major superpowers.
of literature.

Thus, we are relying largely on the second category

Dyadic (relational) and monadic attributes and behavioral

characteristics of each nation are used to measure and forecast alignments
with the United States and the Soviet Union.

The basic equations that

are being used to determine the direction of alignment with the superpowers
are as follows:
ALTRD0 ■

%TRDUS / (%TRDSU

+ 1)

ALARM9 >

%AEMUS / (%ARMSU

+ 1)

- %V0TUS / (%V0TSU

+ 1)

ALVOTe

where:
%TRDUS

■ percentage of trade with the United States

%TRDSU

= percentage of trade with the Soviet Union

ALTRDG

~ direction of alignment on trade

%ARMUS

■ percentage of arms trade with the United States

%ARMSU

= percentage of arms trade with Soviet Union

ALARM9

■ direction of alignment on arms trade

%V0Tl'S

■ percentage of U.N. votes in agreement with the United
States

%V0TSII

■ percentage of U.N. votes in agreement with the Soviet
Union

ALVOTO

■ direction of alignment on U.N. votes

25 .,
1'or examples of this typo of literature, see Holsti, Hopmann and Sullivan
(1973) and Koch, North and Zinnes (1960).
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Each of the throo equations above represents a different aspect of alignment.

ALTRDOt represents the ratio of a nation's trade with the United

States to its trade with the Soviet Union.

It is therefore an indicator

of economic reliance on the United States versus the Soviet Union.

ALARM©
t

reflects reliance on the United States (versus the Soviet Union) as an
arms supplier.

Since arms supplies generally have far greater political

significance than other types of economic transactions, they are used here
as a more sensitive indicator of international alignments with obvious
military overtones.

Finally, ALVOTO

is used as the most insensitive in-

dicator of alignment in international politics since U.N. voting represents
a behavior that entails the least amount of commitment and, unlike alignment on trade and arms, its shifts do not involve the great costs incurred
by shifting one's military or economic orientations.

The degree of alignment is measured by the following equations:

ALTRDR
ALARMR

ALVOTR

Where:

t
t

t

=

[7oTRDUS)2 + (%TRDSU)2] ^

=

[ToARMUS)2 + (%ARMSU)2] ^

=

PVOIUS)

9

9

1

+ (%VOTSU) ] ^

ALTRDR

the level of involvement in superpower
alignments on trade

ALARMR.

the level of involvement in superpower
alignments on arms trade (impacts only)

ALVOTR

the level of involvement in superpower
alignments on U.N. voting.

Unlike the previous set of equations which measure the direction of alignments, the above equations measure the intensity with which each nation is
involved in alignments with either of the two superpowers.
26 t,
,
J
t-gypt, for instance, has had to bear great costs in trying to reduce its
dependence on Soviet arms and Cuba had to endure very high economic burdens
in order to shift its economic alignment from the United States to the
Soviet Union.
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The Alignment Equations

o

Equations used for predicting alignment are very similar to those used
by Leavitt (1971) and CACI (197A).

They make use of joint-attributes as

well as nation-specific attributes to measure the alignment-proneness of
each nation. There are four different equations for predicting alignment
27
on arms trade and U.N. voting.

^^t

' ßll,0

+

«11.1

+ ß.. . SUCOOP
11,4
t

ALVOT0t

^2 0

t

+ ß

12 1

+ ß

t

11.2

BL0C

+ ß

11.3

USC00P

t

(11)

+ a,, . ALARM© ,
11,5
t-1
+

G0VTYPE

a

+ 0

9 9^1
112,2^0?^

+ a10 . ALTRDO^
12,4
t

+ a,0 -ALARMQ
12,5
t

+312j7SUCOOPt

+ ß12)8 RELAIDt

RELAID=

Where:

ALARMR

=

CDP

19
12,3^

BL0C

(12)

+ ß10 , USC00P
12,6
t

USAID
(SÜAID+1)

■ ß,, n + ß,o , GOVTYPE
13,0
13,1

+ 0., . CONFLICT,. .
13,4
t-1

+ a,, - ALTRDR
13,2
t

+ a,0

+ a.« - TURMOIL (13)
13,3
t

/PEFEX )
/t

13,5IGDP

-i
2

Where:

ALTRDR.

(% TRADUS )
t

ALVOTR t

•* ß,.
14,0A

+8,,
14,1, GOVTYPE

u

2

+

(% TR.\DUS )
t .

+ a,, ^ALTRDR
14,2
t

+a

14,31

PUP

i, . . ALARMR
14,4
t
(14)

27

„
Because
no systematic treatmenc of alignments of Latin America, Africa,
and the Middle East has been carried out by other researchers, it is expected
that the alignment equations presented in this report will be substantially
modified in order to increase their predictive power. Moreover, as they
are, these equations have too many Independent variables which will have
to be reduced in number. Thus, the present equations are only a first
approximation of the final set.
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Notice that the equations generally have two common characteristics.
First, they all are predicted from certain monadic attribute, including
government type, economic size (GDP), wealth (GDP per capita), intensity
of military expenditure (DEFEX/GDP), domestic turmoil (TURMOIL), or
inter-state conflict (CONFLICT).

These variables were included in dif-

ferent equations because they either reflect the rationale for joining
alignments or the environment which forces nations to join different
hostile groups.

Second, all equations have predictor variables which

represent alignment or relationships of a nation with the superpowers.
These included alignments on trade, arms, or U.N. voting, as well as
such variables as cooperrtlon (with the United States or the Soviet
Union), military bloc membership (BLOC), and relative aid received from
the superpowers (RELAID).
generally straightforward.

The rationale underlying these variables is
It is assumed that nations generally attempt

to maintain a congruent pattern among their alignments on different dimensions.

If certain alignments are out of step with other alignments,

decisions shall eventually cause shifts toward increased congruence.

For

instance, the Egyptian shift on arms trade alignment from the Western
suppliers to Communist suppliers was eventually followed by a significant,

)
similar shift in trade and U.N. voting.

Which dimension of alignment

exactly follows another is difficult to specify.

This shall, to some

degree, be based on the evidence from different regions and the lagged
correlations of different alignment measures.

Finally, two additional measures of alignment are included.
reflects a nation's total alignment averaged.

The first

This equation attempts

to assess the extent to which a nation's total alignment activity, in
terms of trade, arms transfers, and U.N. participation, shifts over time,

28
ihe list of potential candidates for inclusion as independent variables
in the alignment equations is very long. The study team, therefore, had
to be somewhat arbitrary in excluding some variables.
It is expected,
however, that the present equations shall, he substantially modified during
the course of estimation as a result of technical requirements in the
estimation process.
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ALIGNR

= (ALARMR

ALIGNS

= [(ALTRD0

- ALAKM9 )2

+ (ALARM0

2r,i
- ALV0r0t) ]

+

ALVOTR

+
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(15)

ALTRDR^/3

+ (ALTRD0

- ALVOTG )'

(16)

This last equation indicates the degree of alignment instability based on
the degree of incongruence between all possible pairs of the three align29

ment measures.

U.S. Impact on LDC AH^nment
The structure of the international alignment sector includes several variables that are cither indirectly or directly manipulable throughout the
forecasting period.

Shifts in one form of alignment can be simulated to

determine the impact of such a shift on other sectors.

For example, the

reestablishment of relations between the United States and Cuba would
probably mean that international trade between the two countries would
)

increase.

This increase would impact on the economic sector of the model,

on the international trade sector, and perhaps on other alignment indicators and the domestic and international conflict sectors.

Thus, the wide-

spread impact of a decision for rapprochement between the United States
and Cuba can be explored in experimental situations to see if such a
decision would have negative, long-range effects for U.S. strategic
interests.

INTERNAL INSTABILITY

Turmoi1

The model developed to forecast turmoi! in lesser developed regions
is drawn from the theoretical and empirical work of Ted Curr (1970) in

The rationale for this measure is similar to those found in the psychological Literature on the concept of cogniiive dissoname.
M
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TURMOIL

ß17

0

Ö
+ a

17.3

+ß17 j^ STRAIN
Dgm,
GDP7-t

STRAIN =

iPOP.

-17.2

.
MILMAN
^n.APÖPp

^GDP

where:

t

\

I_o( (GDVl - CDFe.<1+1))
GDP
17.5~^

+a

/GDP

+a

l7.6

(]7)

TURMOIL^

N

- %NON

■6

+ UNON - %URB

First, the ratio DEFEXt/GDP

)
represents the extent to which resources

are diverted from domestic social requirements to military needs, and thus,
given ehe assumption of resource constraints in Third World nations, reflects
the relative position of unmet domestic social needs.

This form of STRAIN is

supplemented by a second construct representing the aggregated absolute
values of disequilibria between per capita income, job skills, education
levels, and urbanization.

This variable captures the differentia] rates of

development along multiple dimensions that can cause needs generated in
one sector to be unmet because of insufficient capabilities in other, related sectors of the society.

Taken together, these operational variables

reflect the kinds of long-term, relatively fixed structural constraints
within society that tend to militate against the fulfillment of social
needs.

As noted above, stress refers to shortages, or relative declines, in
the supply of social values.

Stress is represented by two operational

referents, GDPt/POPt and the three-year aggregation of short-term changes
in gross domestic product (GDP).

Per capita gross domestic product is

used here as an indicator of the total level of social values available
in the society.
values.

Admittedly, this measure explicitly taps only economic

Political stress is not measured directly.

other variables—DEPHX /GDP

However, two

(one of the STRAIN measures) and Mll.MAN /

POPt (a measure of suppressive capability) arc among those used by Gurr
to measure political stress.

Military manpower, as a proportion of total
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available manpower, Indicates the diversion of these capabilities from
social requirements to suppressive interest, at least as that term is used
In the context of the domestic unrest model.

■

The second operatlonalization of the stress variable, the three-year
aggregation of short-term changes in GNP, reflects changes in the supply
of valued social goods.

As noted above, stress refers both to the overall

level of available social goods and to short-term changes in the level of
available social goods; this second indicator of stress is used to tap the
latter aspect of that concept.

The third predictor of civil conflict employed in the Gurr model is the
normative and utilization justification for violence within the society.
Since this concept is not directly measurable on a societal level, indirect indicators, such as past-observed behaviors in the society, must be
employed.

Thus, past levels of turmoil are used to represent the observed

behaviors that indirectly indicate justifications for civil violence.

The

use of this particular indicator assures that values for TURMOIL will be
available for generating forecasts of turmoil in a society at future points
in time.

Finally, the 1972 Gurr model postulates that civil violence is a function
of the balance of capabilities between regimes and dissidents.

While an

ideal operationalization of this concept: would include both regime capabilities and dissident capabilities, forecasts of the latter require data
not available today in any published collection.

This concept Is imper-

fectly captured by an indicator of regime capabilities, MILMAN /POP .

As

a result, the model specified here is likely to account for somewhat less
variance in domestic unrest than did the original Gurr model.

Two comments regarding the measurement of conceptual variables are- in
order at this point.

First, Gurr's actual data for the magnitude of

political conflict within societies are used.

This variable was derived

from coded data on the properties of civil strife events recorded in the
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Military coups tend to occur in some countries more than in other;..
Singapore, Lebanon, Taiwan, Mexico, and Tanzania are countries whi.h
have in the past seemingly been immune to such phenomena whereas iloiivia,
Syria, Laos (before the Communist takeover), and Mali seem to have high
propensity for military intervention in government.

Also, most Industri-

alized and all Communist countries seem to be completely free of the dangers of military takeovers.

Coups tend to occur more frequently durinj; periods of economic recession,
high inflation, military defeat, and national turmoil.

However, they are

less uncommon in traditional societies where political institutions have
not been disrupted by war, colonialism, economic development, or natural
disasters such as drought and famine.

They tend to be more prevalent in

societies experiencing rapid change, growth, recovery, or other forms of
transition.

Students of domestic conflict and irregular government change have been
able to Identify some of the conditions that Increase or decrease the probability of coups.

Rlondel (1969), in his study of military intervention

in government, states that the probability of an intervention is Increased
as:

(1)

The degree of professionalization of the military
increases;

(2)

The extent of the legitimacy of Che political .system decreases;

(3)

The level of the complexity of the society decreases;

(^i)

The tension between the military ideology and the
prevailing ideology embodied by the political system
increases (Blondel, 1969: ^17).

Blondel demonstrated that if one could assume that the above factors have
equal weight, then the relationship between military Intervention and
socio-economic development would first be positive and then become negative.

■

This is to say, countries at the beginning and end of a develop-

ment spectrum have the lowest probabilities for the occurrence of mllitarv
&
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toups, while those in the middle the tr-.n.lt •
i
,
,
*
transitional countries nave
haue ti- he
hlghest (Park
(Park and
nnrl Abolfathl,
Al^if^u.
,^..
'
highest
1974).
U4

Other hypotheses that have found support t
•'rough empirical anal-sis of
coups are:

(1)

Coups tend to occur more fremicnMv ^
have a history of coups.32y

co,, tr

"

^« that

(2)

Coups tend to occur more fremienHv i
■ .
natural u,v„U and ^^Z^"** "f

(3)

Coups tend to occur »ore freouontlv i„

The Coup Propensity Eguat ion
The coup propensity equation attempts to capture emplricallv H
forces
', 33
^-mpi,J-j11^ ^ various
^ces that
that appear
appear to
to infl......
influence coups in.LDC's
s.

2
COUPS

= 3

18 0

+' ua.ifi

10
i

z

(GDP
COUPS

1-0

+a.

- GDP
t-1

Z
i-0

(POP

- pop
t-1

t-(i+l)

(18)
+«18 , TURMOIL

Uhere:

E MILAID

+ s

i=

MILAID consists of two variabl

t-5

1

fGDP
+ a.
'18,5fpOFic-o

cs, U.S. and Soviet military aid to an .DC

32
See Finer (1974), Ben-Dor (1975), Park and Aholfathi

(1974).

33
See Huntington (1968:

192-263) and Hlbbs (1973).

34
09
Bl0ndel (l%9)
Possum
^' and
' Park
lossum n'^T,
(1967), Schneider
Schneider (1971).

and

i tin (1974).
(1973).

HlbbsAbolfa
(197

Ft should ho noted that this approach to mvdi-t;,.
H-cn criticized by some authors In. r •
1"Ll1 u •->''."■ ''"»p propensity has
proved as viable
s
M
''"t the alternative approaches hnvo not
''- liable. See M.dlarksv and Tanter (1967) and Midlarskv (1970 ]q/.
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The first determining variable in the equation essentially asks how many
coups occurred during the preceding 10 years.

This information determines

the degree of historical coup prononess of each nation.

The next term in

the equation is a measure of recent growth in income per capita.

The

growth figure for the preceding five years is aggregated and used as a measure of the recent economic growth trends of the nation.

The third term in

the equation, TURMOIL, is used as an indicator of domestic tension in the
country.

It is assumed that countries that arc undergoing a great deal of

domestic conflict would have a greater propensity to experience military
coups d'etat.

The fourth term in the equation Is military aid for the pre-

ceding five years.

This term represents the alleged relationship between

military aid and coup proneness of Third World countries.36

The last term in the equation relates to the level of development of the
country.

It iß expected that the relationship will be found to be non-

linear, as was described earlier.

In order to take into account this non-

linearity, the data shall be analyzed in two different subsets for each
region:

(1) subset of countries that have not reached the level of $800

GNP per capita, and (2) subset of countries that have passed $800 per capita
level.

The first subset is expected to exhibit a positive relationship

between coups and GNP per capita, whereas the second subset is expected to
have a negative relationship.
would be instantaneous.

It is not expected that this relationship

Therefore, a five-year lag was Introduced as a

reasonable delay time for the relationship to become effective.37
The equation for the coups is a comprehensive representation of a major portion of the state of literature on the subject.

It cannot incorporate every

Piece of information found in the literature because of (1) data unavailability,

(2) technical difficulties, and (3) the fact that not all the find-

ings in the literature are consistent.

36~7".

7

Moreover, coups are events that

^'^

Ihis relationship has found some statistical support in the work of
Schmitter (1973), Park and Abolfathi (1974), and Uowe (1974). These
statistical relationships, however, could be spurious and require very
caution, interpretation.
37 _.,
llus
largely
as only

,.
five-year lag, like most other lags and aggregation periods is
based on -ea expert judgments.
It should, therefore, bo treated
a tentative estimate and subject to later change.
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operatlonallzation la the assumption that international conflict tends to
be a unique dimensional phenomenon: for example, conflict is conceived of

o

as a continue

iuch that small-scale disruptions and negative verbal inter-

actions of a limited scope and impact fall at the lower end, military or
violent conflict falls at the upper end, and conflict behaviors of
increasing intensity and magnitude fall in between.

\:

As in the European

study, operational measures of conflict are drawn from the World Event/
Interaction Survey (WEIS) (see CACI, 1974:

353--365).

In this year's effort, hostile interactions among gdverrments or their
representatives are weighted, aggregated, and measured in log (base 10)
form to provide a composite conflict behavior variable.

This operatlonal-

lzation is identical to that ,niployed in the earlier European study.

The

specific WEIS categories included in the analysis and their respective
weights are shown in Table 2.

The categories of conflict, events listed in

the table vary considerably In intensity, ranging from mild verbal criticism
to violent encounters.

Weighting each category of events prior to the aggre-

gation process creates a single conflict behavior index to each of the 64
LDC's which reflects critical differences and Intensity among various types
of corulict behavior.

Equation 19 shows the forecasting model for conflict behavior that is to be
tested, estimated, and employed in the three regions.

In contrast to the

European conflict equation, eight predictor variables are included:

conflict,

defense expenditure by itself as well as relative to gross domestic product,
turmoil, the intensity and direction of alignment in arms transfers, and
cooperative behavior received from both the United States and the Soviet
Union.

CONFLICT .3igf0

+a1M

CONFLICT^

+a1M TURM0ILt
+ß

19,7

USC00

^

+

+:!i9^ ALAItt^
+

^9,8

SUC00P
t

ß^ DEFK

+a

-^^ AL-VRM^

(19)
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This equation differs substantially from that employed to forecast

o

European conflict behavior.

The current equation attempts to reflect the

Impact of both domestic and international forces on a nation's behavior.
Following the insight of Wrlßht

(1965) and Richardson (I960), past wars

and conflict are included as important determinants of the likelihood of
future violence between nations.

The Wright and Richardson analyses empha-

size the war proneness of nations and reflect a Bubatantlally narrower conceptualization of conflict than employed bore.

The current operatlonallza-

tlon includes verbal conflict behavior as well as physical hostility and
follows the works of Wilkenfeld and Zinnes (1971) which suggest: that a
nation's total foreign conflict during a given year is positively and
highly related to its level of conflict behavior in the previous year.

Defense spending also appears to be a strong predictor of conflict behavior.
This variable appears in much of the theoretical and empirical work that
attempts to explain the onset of war.

Defense expenditure is an indicator

of the degree to which nations are preoccupied with military affairs.

The

absolute, level of defense expenditure, the second term in the conflict

IJ

equations, indices the relative military power of a nation.
theorists, including Singer (1972) and Rummel

Several

(1968). have found that strong

military powers tend to become involved in conflict situations more often
than do weaker nations.

In addition, Richardson (1960a) and Weeds (1970)

found a,strong positive relationship between defense spending as a percentage
of the gross national product of nation.:
in verbal and physical conflicts.

and

their tendency to becor.,« involved

Therefore, both the absolute and rela-

tive values of defense expenditure were included as independent variables.
A number of theorists including Simmel (1935), Wright (1965) and Rosecrance
(1963) argue that there exists a linkage between domestic and foreign conflict behaviors of nations.

While early quantltacive research cast doubt

on this arguement, Wilkenfeld (1973) found some evidence of a relationship
between domestic and foreign conflict after he had controlled for fhe type
of regime in his sample of nations.

Wilkenfeld (1973) also suggests that

high levels of alignment may increase governmental legitimacy, thus lessening internal strain, so that the linkage between domestic and foreign conflict may be particularlj strong when alignments with major powers are

7/(
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TAB!,;. 2

O

Relationship Between WETS
Event Categories and Aggregated Classes

Aggregated Classes
1.
2.

Physi ca1 Conflict
Weight »1.0
Coercion
Weight" =0.5

WEIS Event Categories
seize position or possessions
military engagement
issue order, insist on compliance
give warning
threat without specific negative
sanctions
threat with specific military negative
sanctions
threat with force specified
ultimatum, time limit specified
military mobilization, exercise, or
display
break.diplomatic relations

o

order persoanel out of country
expel organization or group
detail or arrest persons
3.

Pressure
Weight = 0.35

turn down proposal, reject protest,

e t c.
refuse, oppose, refuse to allow
charge, criticize, blame
denounce, denigrate, abuse
informal complaint
formal complaint or protest
deny an accusation
deny an attributed policy, action, or
position
cancel or postpone planned event
reduce routine International activity
reduce or haJ t aid
lial i necot ial ions
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The degree and direction of the most politically sensitive align-

ment componenc, alignment in arras transfers, is included in the conflict
^

equation in an attempt to assess the impact of dependency on either the
United States or Soviet Union for miJitary hardware.

In addition, since

these variables can be manipulated through conscious changes of policy,
they allow alternative forecasts to be generated once the regional models
have been constructed.

I

Btej

Finally, two additional variables are included

which attempt to capture the impact of U.S. and Soviet cooperative behavior
on monadic conflict.

Although the signs of the parameters are indicated

to be positive in the equation, Die assumption is that cooperalive behavior
should serve to dampen the conflict proneness of a nation.

Tension Ratio

We noted above that the conflict behavior variable operationalized from
WEIS data Included verbal as well as physical conflict behavior.

In fact,

the distribution of events across the three aggregated »lasses of conflict
is such that verbal conflict dominates the operational measure.

O

National

security planners, particularly Department of Defense planners, however, have a special concern for the physical portion of the conflict
behavior spectrum.

The Tension Ratio equation, then, is intended to supple-

ment the conflict behavior equation by providing a forecast of the propensity
of nations to become involved in specifically physical

(for example, military)

conflict.

The Tension Ratio Equation

The Tension Ratio design is drawn from the works of Newcombe, et al.(1969,
1972a, 1972b, 19743, li>74b, 197:0.

In the course of their research, New-

combe and associates have altered slightly the manner in which the Tension
Ratio is developed, using per capita values of gross national product and
defense expenditures rather than raw data on these measures.

In this

report their later formulations .-:liall be used since these are reported to
give better results (Newcombe, 197!)).

Tha work of Newcombe and associates
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is based to a large extent on studies of arms races (Richardson, 1960.'i;
Smoke,:, 1963, 1965; and Wolfson, 1968) except that the nation is treated
<#

as a monad so that the dyadic partners in the arms race need not be identified.

The Tension Ratio itself is based on the proposition that nations

thoL devote an nivsually high proportion of their resources to the military
are more likely to employ those resources directly in the attainment of
foreign

policy objectives than are nations that devote less resources to

the military.

Operationally, calculation of the Tension Ratio first requires development
of a measure of "expected" resources devoted to the military given the
resources at a nation's disposal.

Newcombe and associates obtained this

measure by regressing per capita defense, expenditures on per capita gross
rational product and using the predicted values of defense expenditures
per capita.

In the current model, gross domestic product (GDP) replaces

gross national product to maintain consistency with the overall forecasting
model, giving the regression equation:

3

20,0

Where: ■■■■

^O.l^,

(20)

is the predicted value of

DEFHX
POP

when regressed on

GDP
POP

"Expected" resources devoted to the military, then, are calculated as:
GDP
DEFEX - POP (R

. + cv ,, .
20,0
20.1

POP

£- ) .

With the estimates of defense expenditures, t lie Tension Ratio itself
can be calculated using the formula

TR

- 100 x-

DEFEX

(.21)

DKFKX
39

This symbology is employed to identity the estimated value of
(defense spend in;; per capita)
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TRt is iiiterpreted as indicating the propensity for a nation to become
involved in military conflict, rather than a probability or any other
bounded measure.

The higher the Tension Ratio, the greater the relative

allocation of resources to the military and the higher the propensity for
the nation to become involved in military conflict behavior.

It is

intended that this measure provide a validity check for the WEIS-derived
conflict equation in addition to being an alternative „easurc- of conflict
propensity for the forecasts.
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ESTIMATION PROCEDURES

„

The models developed to forecast the long-range LDC environments describe
the important relationships that have been identified for the general
LÜG case. It should be reeniphaslzed that many of the relationships
presented in the models remain hypothetical at this point.

This is to

say, a variable has been included in a model not because its inclusion
has been substantiated empirically elsewhere but because it is
believed to be an important predictor of a specific LDC attribute or
behavior.

Whether its presence in the model is useful remains an empiri■

cal question until each of the individual LDC equations is tested and the
analysis evaluated.

The testing of the LDC equations will rely on two forms of "least squares
estimation techniques, ordinary least squares (OLS) and two-stage .least
squares (2SLS)

I )

(see CACI. 1973: 46-52 and Wannacott and Wannacott. 1970:

190-192, 358-364).

Ordinary Least Squaras

Most of the LDC equations will be tested using OLS which employs the
following form.

Y » Xß + E
where:

Y is a txl vector of observations on the dependent variable;
S is a txk matrix, t observations for each of k independent
or predictor variables;
ß is a kxl vector of coefficients; and
£ is a disturbance term encompassing the stochastic specification necessary for statistical tests.
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The above equation is the true, or population, equation • ipresslng the

u

variable y as a linear combination of the x's.
elements of the £ vector are unknown.

The problem la that the

The OLS estimator of £ is con-

structed as:

b = (x'x) Vy
em ploying only observed, sample information.
Thus, the hypothesized relationship between the descriptors (Yt.>,1)]) (that
is, the dependent variables) and predictor variables (x.) can be assessed,
It is entirely possible that portions of the (x) matrix will explain more
variance in one region than in another.

Taking this information into

account, the analyst can delete unimportant or inconsequential variables
from the models.

This procedure is appropriate for it will allow an

equation (that for predicting defense expenditure, for example) to differ from region to region thereby more accurately reflecting the diverse

o

nature of each region more realistically.

Two-Stage Least Squares (2SLS)

Two-stage least squares (2SLS) will be used to test the equations of
the economic sector of the LDC regions,

2SLS is an estimation technique

that is used to estimalJ parameters for a system of equations (for
exaraple, the entire sub-set of LDC economic equations).

2SLS gets its

name from the way it works; OLS is used two times to produce 2SLS parameters.
But, for ?.SLS to be. appropriate, two dependent variables must appear in
each of two equations,

1

r
1
tor
example:

a

llyl

+ a

21y2

+ 0

a12yl

+ a

P

22y2+

11X1
12X1

+

•••

+

ß

klXk

+

t:

+

•••

+

r

'k2Xk

+

r

=

0

2 *

0

l

I The choice of "two" variables and equations i^ for exposlliomil ron.r i'si.s,
venfenco and Bhould not be confused with the

80
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endogenous variables reduces the oversupply of variables to the rigbt

c

number so the resulting set of simultaneous equations can be estimated
using OLS.
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CHAPTER 5:

SUMMARY

The preceding discussions liave prt .,. nLed the ],ÜC regional forecasting
models currently being developed to improve JCS/J-5 long-range estimation of future needs regarding strategic policy and planning.

They have

attempted to reveal the specific demands made by fjrecisting the regions
of Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East in terms of their individual and collective differences, their differing iuiportance economically,
politically, and militarily to the United States and the Soviet Union,
and their growing importance vis-a-vis U.S. der

\U9 planning.

Further, this report has described the rationale behind the expanded
complexity of the current models compared to earlier research.

This

complcxiIy is not only demanded by the nature of the LDC regions themselves but by CACX'i expressed intent to be responsive to the long-ran^forecasting needs of ,lCS/J-5.

Both of these concerns have resulted in

the development of a 21-equation, interactive forecasting model for each
of the developing regions in which:

•

Many key variables are measured in such a way
as to reflect change in a nation's value on
the forecast variables.

•

The equations include variables that capture
the influence of the United States and the
Soviet Union on the behavior of the LDC's
in each region.

•

The model, although a general model for LDC's,
is built in such a way that unique forecasting
models can be constructed for each of the three
regions.

Thus far, with the completion of Tasks I. and II, CAC.l has mad.' progress
in the following areas.
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project has reli«;«! upon three approaches to tins enrichment:

O

(1) increas-

ing the nunber of variables used to make the five central environmental
descriptors and their predictors operational, (2) increasing the number of
equations that comprise the overall U)C forecasting model, and (3) introducing manipulable exogenous predictor variables that allow the impact, of
U.S. and Soviet behavior on the LDC regional forecasts to be assessed.

This latter innovation is the first: attempt to capture the impact of
superpower behavior on forecast environments.

The; capability provided

by the addition of exogenous variahlps of this type paves the way for
refinements that should eventually be incorporated into JCS/J-5 forecasting
capability.

For example, the current study only includes the United States

and the Soviet Union.

Eventually, in anticipation of the increasingly

polycentric international environment, other "poles" should be included.
The addition of other MJOt actors (China, Japan) or groups (the European
Community, the OAPEC) will permit the impact of numerous influences in
international relations to be evaluated for their implications regarding
strategic policy and plans.

These changes would permit the forecasting outcomes to represent better
the wide variation in environmental variables in the LDC regions.

However,

such an approach is limited; it is still an oversimplification of relationships and results in the loss of extremely valuable information.

Alter-

native methods that would improve the quality of the forecast are nov;
becoming part of "the state of the art."

These new methods would make

explicit specific characteristic« of the LDC's that influence their
behavior and progress and inevitably have implications for U.S. and DoD
policy and planning.

The configurations of the social, political, and economic dimensions in
the LDC's at any given time in many instances result from political decisions by national leaders.

It is becoming increasingly apparent that in

the LDC's, developmental change and governmental policy an
inextricably linked.

almost

Although it is possible to enrich the forecasting
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equations to represent both the range of developmonL.il c:onfJgur.itlons

Ö

likely to be found in LDC regions for | ?.0-year period, the generation of
forecasts for a given country can be improved siibstnntially by Identifying
current policy

the probability of a shift in policy, and the most prob-

able direction of I shift.

In this way, DoO planners and policy-makers

can understand the intricacies of the LDC's and their interrelationships
so that realistic boundaries for strategic and tactic«] operations requirements can be developed.

In short, the I.DC forer.jsts can becoiTie an invalu-

able too] for evaluating the linkage between alternative futures and DoD
requirements for dealing with such futures.

The forecasting models presently being developed for Latin America, Africa,
and the Middle East would he dramati -ally improved by innovations designed
to maximize their ability to represent the Subtle realities of the less
developed nations.

One such innovation involves developing essentially

unique models for each nation, or for at least relatively small groups of
highly similar countries.

The second Innovation involves the development

of alternative submodels which would Introduce a capability to forecast a
range of alternative futures, and in turn provide the basis upon which to
evaluate alternative strategic policies and plans.

Using tlie.se devices,

planners and analysts (1) assess the impact of discontinuous changes in the
relationships among variables for a particular country within alternative
models for each nation and (2) assess the meaningfulness of shifting or
Changing structures in the LDC regions for strategic policy and planning

by a disturbance tnechanlsn.
There arc several ways of developing country-specific forecasting models.
One Involves developing different forecasting equations for each forecast
Variable for each of the nations included in the study.

While this option

would ensure the greatest realism and maximi/.e the variahili'y of forecast outcomes, it would also involve the greatest costs.

A more practical

approach to developing country-specific models involves generating a
conmon set of forecasting equations and estimating separate parameters
for each country from time series data.

To the extent that selected

parameters could he analytically set equal to Zero Tor specific nations.
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this option approaches fie Hove lopnu.nt of diffcrort «qiVitloni for i-nch
nation.

A third appro,.rh includes the hest features of both of the above

strategies.

liy combining nations into small, similar groups and develop-

ing group-specific parameters for the forecast equations, specificity is
preserved and cost is minimized.

Thus, different representations of

economic behavior could be developed for small sets of countries so thai
separate parameter estimates could be developed for eacb group.

Likewise,

group-specific forecasting equations and parameter estimates could be
developed for the most important and most: volatile variables in the
forecasting Model while Che remaining equations are developed on a generalized, regional basis.

There are also a number of approaches to the problem of representing alternative futures for the LDC's and systematically relating those alternative
futures to sudden or discontinuous changes in the relationships among
forecast variables within specific nations.

A set of endogenous distur-

bance mechanisms fed by the macro-mod.. 1 can be built into the current LDC
model in order to expand the range of probable futures and to allow planners
)

increased latitude and flexibility in identifying future requirements.

As

suggested above, one substantive explanation for alternative plausible
futures lies in the sensitivity of the developirent process within any
given country to political realities.

For example, leadership changes,

particularly when new leaders hold different views about the priorities
Of development along various dimensions, can produce dramatic shifts in
the linkages among environmental variables.

The shifts in domestic eco-

nomic policy under the Allende government in Chile — namely, income
redistribution and state ownership of capital — represented a different
path toward development than had previously been followed in that country,
and also had important international political consequences.

A second

mechanism that can generate over-time variability in the linkages among
variables might monitor changes in the distribution of public and' private
spending or changes in the importance of particular raw materials for
development.

This factor can be particularly important when a nation

depends on export

revenues of some commodity, such as oil, to finance
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development projects (for cx.implc, Iran mid Saudi Arabia).

o

In this case,

the contribution oT that revenue to development constrains the nation's
political actions in the international sphere because of the implicationr,
of possible negative sanctions for the development process.

Third,

changes in the nature of conpetitlon among major powers for management
of the Third World and its resources can change the patterns of relationships among environmenLal variabU-s within Third World nations.

This

relationship can also be monitored.

There exist, in short, complex and changing relationships between the economic and political variables that constitute a nation's environment,
witli causal links running from both the economic to Lhc political variable.; and from tiie political to the economic variables.

In Europe, poli-

tical stability and similarity in economic structure allowed the construction of a forecasting model that examined the associations among the economic and political variables, With limited emphasis on explicit causal
relationships.

Simplifying the causal linkages between the economic and

political sphere in this way permitted the development of a useful
')

fore-

casting model for Europe while the methodologies themselves were being
explored and developed.

The LDC region;;, on the other hand, are in a

constant state of flux.

•

I,DCs have a history of political instability and
discontinuity of government policy that prevents
the identification of standard political responses
to economic developments;

•

Foreign investment and various strategic raw
materials play a mueh greater role in the growth
of LDC'Si as a rule, than they do in the developed
nations;

•

The structures of LDC's arc undergoing revision
across a number of dimensions, and political
forces can have a major impact on the development process in these countries; and

•

The changes in the nature of the competition among
major powers for clients within the LDC's can have
a greater effect upon the nations in those regions
than upon more developed countries.
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Ali Inst characterization presents an exciting possibility that can build
on the current LDC model and advance JC8/J-5 long-range forecasting far
.;

beyond its present state.

With the inclusion of additional principal

actors, models ean be built that allow hypothetical competitive situations
(for example. U.S. vs. Japanese economic interests in Asia) to be evaluated for their impact on international relations in an appropriate region
(East, Southeast. South or all Asia, for example).

By improving the fore-

casting models in this way, the interactive effects of great power behavior
011

the future global or regional environments could be better understood.

Thus, the development of cap.blliti«. to represent the variability in
relationships among important environment.! descrintors and the way that
variance is associated with great power behavior will add substantially
to the degree to which Third World forecasting models are realistic representations of those environments.

The degree to which a forecasting model

generates realistic expectations about the nature of the future environment
for the planner determines its usefulness within the policy planning context.

Moreover, realistic expectations are crucial for (1) strategic

planning, (2) evaluating future military capabilities (for example,
operations, research and development, intelligence in general; and force
structures, air and sealift capabilities, and telecommunications requirenrents in particular), and (3) examining in advance the impact of alternative defense policy actions.

Thus, the hinds of capabilities described

above would contribute substantially to meeting identified planning needs
in geographic areas where U.S. strategic and tactical interests are expected
to remain significant in the future.
The current studv, then, is one step toward the fully evolved forecasting/
planning model.

The growing complexity of the international environment

demands that increasingly sophisticated models be developed to assist the
defense planner in comprel ending the overwhelmingly intricate nature of
the future international system in which correct decisions must be made.
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APPENDIX I

COUNTRY LIST
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n - 20

Latin Ainerica

O

Guatemala

Arßt-nLiiia

Ha i t i

Bolivia

Honduras

Brazil

Mexitii

Chi U
CoJor.bia

Nicarngua

Costa Rica

Pananm

Cuba

Paraguay

Dominicm Republic

Peru

Ecuador

Uruguay

El Salvador

Venezuela

n - 13

Middle East

J

Algeria

Lebanon

Egypt

Libya
Morrocro

Iran
Iraq

Saudi Arabia

Israel

Sudan

Jordan

Syria

Kuwait

Tuniaia
Yemen
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Africa

r.

n == 30

Burundi

Mali

Caricroon

Mozambique

Ccn^-nl African Republic

Nij;er

Chad

Ni^tiria

People1! Republic of Congo

Uhodesia

üahomey

Rwanda

Ethiopia

Senegal

Ganib La

Sierra Leone

Ghana

Somalia

Guinea

South Africa

Ivory Const

Tanzania

Kenya

Uganda

Liberia

Up])er Volt;a

M;üa{;asy

Zaire

Malawi

Zambia
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APPENDIX 2
Less Developed KeRion

ForccasLing Hodel Structure
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LESS DEVELOPED REGIONS FORECASTING MOÜEL STRUCTURE

1.

POPt ■ (l+c)POPt_1
Wliere C (population growth rates) are taken from extant literature
for each country.

2.

CONSULt

- B2)0 + *2,lGr)rt

3.

INVESTt

* »3,0 *

4.

D0M..:STt

= l4t0 + aAjl D0;KSTt_1 t*^ GW^ ^ P0PL

5.

TIMPÜRTt

= hto

6.

T^XPOK^

- 36^0

7.

GDP

a

+

"2,2

C0NSUMP

t-l

A<aP

3,l

t.t-l

+

^,lC'l)?t

+ a

5,2VOVt

+

a6)1C:n!.t

+

a6)2POPt

■ C0XSuMrt + IHVE8Tt I D0ME8Tt + ffiPEXt + TEXPORTj - tWNKSt

Uten TEXPORT and TIMPORX consist of exports to the US and iniporls
from the. US as separate variables.
8.

TRA1)E(1J)

=P8)Ü ♦ aM Gin (i)|. ♦ ^ 0»(j)t ♦ ^3 Wd),
+33 , POP(J), + ::o , DISTANCE(i.j)
8,4

+<t

t

0,3

1

9,4

A GDI

POP

+

.9j5 COHFLICT^, + 89

E MILAID
t-5
^jW

t-l,t-2

Wliere DCFEXA represents the defense spending of actual or potential
•dvcraary nations ami MILAID consists of two variables, US and USSR
mi 1Ltary aid.
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10.

MILMAN

ß

10,0

+

a

i0,l

! ■■■' W

I

HTL

^\-1

+

I"

"10.2 COWLlCT^j + a^^ TURMOIL^

£ MILAID
♦ "]0

11.

ALARMO

'

4

" »11.0

A GDP
PUP

+

+

t-l,t-2

ALVOTO

Where:

13.

AJAILMR

ß

12.0

+e

il.2BL0C

«ll.l ^t

4- 0,, . SUCÜOP
11,A
t
12.

+ ß

GOmPE

12.1

14.

ALVOTR

15.

ALIGNR

16.

ALIGNS.

17.

TURMOIL,

+

«19
o((;,,,,X/)
12,2^pop

+ a,- eALARMQt
12,5
t

+

+ B12j8 RELAID,

SÜCOOT,

+

BLOC
hi
12, 1!

+ P10 . USCOOP^
12,6
t

JJSAiD
RELAID- (SUAID+1)

&

13,0

+ ß

G0VTYrE

13.1

+ cx_ , CONFLICT ,
13,4
t-l
Where:

^11.3ÜSC00Pt

+ ci,, . ALAllMO ,
11,5
t-l

+ a,, , ALTRD0
12, A
t
ßl2j7

L-5

»lO.S^

14,0

(ALTRDO

17,5

+

"13,2

ALTmM;

+

+

TÜRM0IL

t

+U,, Y-'-A + a.. , ALARMR,
14,31 POPJ
14,4
t

ALTRDR )/3

- ALARMO )

+ (ALTRDO

+8^^ STRAIN,

4-.^^

DEKEX
GDI'

«13,3

(% TRADUS )
+0,. -ALTRDR
14,2
t

ALVOTR

+
t

fDEFE)
13,51 GDP

»E
■H*1MG0VTYE

■ (ALARMR

- ß1MJ

+ a

(;. TRADUS )?

ALTRDR,

ß

+

- ALVOT 9 I r + (ALARMO t - ALVOTO t )
^^i - ^t.(1+1)

M11N1AN
i;,'. POP

Lv
17,5\PUPJ

17,6

t-
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o

18.

COUPS

= ß

18,0

+a

i8.1

C0ÜP8
t-l
li1

rcüF

i--0

+a

VZ Ml LAID

(POP

+

a^^ CONFLICT^

+a-- . TURMOIL
19,^
t
+3nfl ., USCOOP
19,/
t

[DEFEXJ
\ POP /t

20.

Where:

•#-5

+

«19^Pji

+a,n e ALARMR
19,6
t

+ 8nr, 0 SUCOOP
19,8
t

20
^'v0

GDP
l
^20
]
"^ POP -

DEFEX
nni>~ ^ t''lc' Preclicl:t1^ value of

DEFEX

when regressed on

POP"

21.

t-(i+l)

t-5

+«]9>2^^t

+cx10 , ALARMS
19,5
t

- POP
t-l

18

CONPLICTt -6^^

l-(U-l)

18,2
t
1-0

19.

- crop
t-1

TR

-

GDP
POP

100 ... DEFEX
" DEFEX

Equations for forecast ny Trade with US
1.

AGNPUS

2.

log IMPUS

(l+c)GNPUS

- 3'

+ B|

Log GNPUS
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APPENDIX 3
Variables, Years, Sources
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